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Abstract This chapter surveys the research in parallel or distributed strategies for
mechanical theorem proving in first-order logic, and explores some of its connections with the research in the parallelization of decision procedures for satisfiability
in propositional logic (SAT). We clarify the key role played by the Clause-Diffusion
methodology for distributed deduction in moving parallel reasoning from the parallelization of inferences to the parallelization of search, which is the dominating
paradigm today. Since the quest for parallel first-order proof procedures has not
been pursued recently, we endeavour to relate lessons learned from investigations of
parallel theorem proving and parallel SAT-solving with novel advances in theorem
proving, such as SGGS (Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning), a method
that lifts the CDCL (Conflict-Driven Clause Learning) procedure for SAT to firstorder logic.

1 Introduction
Research on parallel theorem proving, meaning automatic theorem proving (ATP)
in first-order logic, began in the mid and late 1980’s, flourished in the 1990’s, and
came pretty much to a halt in the early 2000’s [192, 50, 210, 85, 37]. Research
on parallel satisfiability solving, meaning satisfiability in propositional logic (SAT),
began in the early 1990’s and is still actively pursued today (cf. [163, 114, 1, 158]
and the chapters on Parallel Satisfiability and Cube and Conquer). It is probably
unknown to most authors active in parallel SAT-solving that Hantao Zhang began
work on his parallel SAT solver PSATO [227, 228], that pionereed the divide-andconquer approach to parallel SAT-solving, after learning about the Clause-Diffusion
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methodology for distributed deduction [27, 48, 49, 51] and its implementation in the
Aquarius theorem prover [46, 27, 47, 52].
In previous work, we surveyed parallel theorem proving twice, first at the height
of the interest in this topic [27, 50], and then when the involvement of the scientific
community with this fascinating subject was already decreasing [36, 37]. In this
chapter we revisit parallel theorem proving, in the light of advances in theorem
proving itself and in parallel SAT-solving, with the aim of providing the readers
with material to reflect about the connections between:
• Past work in parallel theorem proving and selected contemporary approaches to
theorem proving;
• Past work in parallel theorem proving and later work in parallel SAT-solving;
• Selected approaches to parallel SAT-solving and potentially new leads for parallel theorem proving.
Since the time of the latest investigations in parallel theorem proving, the field
has witnessed a significant growth of the paradigm of model-based reasoning [44],
where a theorem-proving method is model-based, if the state of a derivation contains a representation of a candidate partial model that unfolds with the derivation.
Traditional model-based first-order methods include subgoal-reduction strategies
based on model elimination and model-elimination tableaux, whose parallelization
received considerable attention [194, 7, 75, 63, 144, 170, 209, 104, 219]. It is therefore an interesting question to ask what we may learn from past work on parallel
theorem proving towards the parallelization of more recent or new approaches to
model-based theorem proving.
The growth of model-based reasoning has various motivations. One motivation
is the relevance of models for applications. For instance, an assignment to program
variables is a model from a logical point of view [40]. Thus, models become “moles”
to exercise program paths in testing or examples for example-driven synthesis, and a
reasoner that generates models supports automated test generation and program synthesis [82, 141]. Another motivation is inspiration from the practical successes of
solvers for propositional satisfiability (cf. [157] and the chapter on Parallel Satisfiability) and satisfiability modulo theories (SMT) (cf. [83] and the chapter on Parallel
Satisfiability Modulo Theories), that are model-based because built on the CDCL
(Conflict-Driven Clause Learning) procedure [161, 162, 171, 160], which is inherently model-based. Therefore, another spontaneous question is what we may learn
from past work on both parallel theorem proving and parallel SAT-solving towards
the parallelization of recent model-based first-order methods. Examples of the latter include DPLL(Γ +T ) [81, 56, 57], that integrates an ordering-based strategy
in an SMT solver, and SGGS, for Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning
[60, 59, 61, 62], that generalizes CDCL to first-order logic.
To this end we reconsider and expand our analyses of the parallelization of theorem proving [50, 37], covering subgoal-reduction strategies, ordering-based strategies, and instance-based strategies. Ordering-based strategies are based on ordered
resolution and ordered paramodulation/superposition. They represent the state of
the art for first-order logic with equality and are implemented in top-notch theorem-
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provers such as S PASS [218], E [190], and Vampire [137]. Although they are not
model-based, their connection with SAT or SMT solvers is a current research topic
[43, 57, 182]. Instance-based strategies integrate instance generation at the firstorder level with deciding satisfiability at the propositional or ground level, by a SAT
or SMT solver [125, 134]. They are model-based, or at least model-driven, in as
much as instance generation is geared to exclude the models proposed by the solver.
We illustrate a selection of methods already covered in our previous surveys
[50, 37], to make this chapter self-contained, give the reader a direct impression of
those methods, and have material for discussion. For example, ROO [154, 155, 156]
illustrates the approach to parallelization by parallel inferences in shared memory
that was the state of the art before Clause-Diffusion, and Team-Work [84, 9, 88, 10,
89, 92, 91, 87, 197] is a forerunner of the portfolio approach.
Then we summarize twelve years of research on the Clause-Diffusion methodology [27, 48, 49, 51] to parallelize ordering-based strategies, including Modified
Clause-Diffusion [28, 29], and the Clause-Diffusion provers Aquarius [46, 27, 47,
52], Peers [58, 51], and Peers-mcd [30, 31, 33, 38]. We reflect on the impact of
Clause-Diffusion on subsequent research: Clause-Diffusion played a central role,
because it was the first approach to move from the parallelization of inferences to
the parallelization of search, so that it can be considered a forerunner of all parallel
or distributed search methods in both theorem proving and satisfiability.
In the final discussion we draw connections between parallel theorem proving
and parallel SAT-solving (e.g., [107, 112, 113, 123, 187, 111, 116]), and we discuss
ideas for future work in parallel theorem proving, especially parallel model-based
theorem proving.
This chapter is organized in three parts: Section 2 provides a parallelizationoriented survey of theorem-proving strategies; Section 3 presents the approaches to
parallel theorem proving; and Section 4 contains the final discussion.
It is our contention that much of the research in parallel and distributed theorem
proving was simply ahead of its time, with respect to both theorem proving and
parallel or distributed computing, and we hope that this chapter will contribute to
maintain its intellectual legacy alive and fruitful for future research.

2 Theorem Proving Strategies
We begin our analysis of the parallelizability of theorem proving with a classification of theorem-proving strategies in three categories: subgoal-reduction based,
ordering-based, and instance-based strategies. Ordering-based strategies include
expansion-oriented and contraction-based strategies. In this section we survey these
classes of theorem-proving strategies, covering inference system, search plan, proof
generation, redundancy control, and use of models. The presence of backward contraction inferences, the size of the database of clauses generated and kept by the
strategy, and the degree of dynamicity of the database of clauses, are among the
relevant issues for parallelization.
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2.1 Subgoal-reduction Strategies
We use ϕ and ψ for clauses, σ for most general unifiers, L and L0 for literals, C
and D for disjunctions of literals, ' for equality, and  for the empty clause, which
represents a contradiction.
In theorem proving subgoal reduction stems from ordered linear resolution
[138]: at each step the strategy resolves the current goal clause ϕi = L ∨ C with
an input clause ψ = L0 ∨ D, such that Lσ = ¬L0 σ . The next goal clause ϕi+1 is the
resolvent (D ∨C)σ , where L, seen as a subgoal to be solved, has been replaced by
or reduced to a new bunch of subgoals Dσ . Such a procedure is called linear, because at every resolution step one of the parents is the previous resolvent; it is called
linear input, if, in addition, the side clause ψ is always an input clause. The ordered
attribute refers to the requirement that the literals in goal clauses be resolved away
in a fixed pre-defined order, determined by the literal-selection rule of the strategy,
also known as A ND-rule. A typical example is to select literals in left-to-right order.
Using only input clauses as side clauses is sufficient for problems made of Horn
clauses, or clauses with at most one positive literal [119]. For full first-order logic,
also ancestor goal clauses have to be considered for side clauses, so that ψ may be
a ϕ j with j < i.
Model elimination (ME) can be described as a variant of ordered linear resolution
[153, 71, 54], where L is saved in ϕi+1 as a boxed, or framed, literal [L] (A-literal
in the original ME terminology), so that ϕi+1 has the form (D ∨ [L] ∨ C)σ . The
resulting inference rule is called ME-extension. In this manner, resolution with an
ancestor goal clause can be replaced by ME-reduction, that reduces a goal clause
L0 ∨ D ∨ [L] ∨ C to (D ∨ [L] ∨ C)σ when Lσ = ¬L0 σ . Thus, ME is a linear input
strategy for full first-order logic.
Independent of resolution, the concept of ME is to prove that the input set S of
clauses is unsatisfiable by eliminating all possible candidate models [152]. In order
to satisfy a set S of first-order clauses, it is necessary to satisfy all its clauses. In
order to satisfy a clause, it is necessary to satisfy all its ground instances. In order to
satisfy a ground instance, it is necessary to satisfy one of its literals. If the current
goal clause ϕi = L ∨ C and an input clause ψ = L0 ∨ D are such that Lσ = ¬L0 σ ,
no model can satisfy ϕi σ and ψσ by satisfying Lσ and L0 σ . The next goal clause
ϕi+1 = (D ∨ [L] ∨ C)σ generated by ME-extension says precisely this: the literal
Lσ is framed to denote that it has been added to the current candidate model, so
that ϕi σ is satisfied; since a model that satisfies Lσ cannot satisfy L0 σ , some other
literal in Dσ must be satisfied to satisfy ψσ . In this sense, the literals of Dσ are
subgoals of Lσ . An ME-reduction step that reduces a goal clause L0 ∨ D ∨ [L] ∨C to
(D ∨ [L] ∨ C)σ , when Lσ = ¬L0 σ , reckons that L0 σ cannot be satisfied in a model
that contains L.
ME-tableaux make this model elimination process perspicuous by building a
tableau, that is a tree, whose nodes are labeled by literals, and whose branches represent candidate models [144, 19, 25, 20, 142, 146, 39]. A branch is closed if it
contains two complementary literals, and it is open otherwise. An open branch represents a candidate model, whereas a closed branch represents an eliminated model.
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A tableau is closed if all its branches are, which means that all candidate models
have been eliminated. If Lσ = ¬L0 σ for the leaf L of an open branch and an input
clause ψ = L0 ∨ D, ME-extension extends the branch with children labeled by the
literals of ψ, applies σ to the tableaux, and closes the branch with the complementary literals Lσ and L0 σ . If a branch contains literals L and L0 such that Lσ = ¬L0 σ ,
ME-reduction applies σ to the tableau and closes the branch.
A subgoal-reduction derivation can be described in the form
(S; ϕ0 ) ` (S; ϕ1 ) ` . . . (S; ϕi ) ` . . .
where S is the input set of clauses, ϕ0 ∈ S is the input clause designated as initial goal, and ϕ1 , . . . , ϕi , . . . is the succession of proceeding goal clauses. The initial
goal clause ϕ0 = L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lk yields an initial tableau where the root has k children
labeled by L1 , . . . , Lk . Note that the literals L1 , . . . , Lk may share variables, which
means that the branches of the tableau may share variables, which is why substitutions apply to the entire tableau. The literals in the current goal clause ϕi label the
leaves of the open branches of the tableau, and the framed literals in ϕi label the
inner nodes of the tableau.
A derivation is a refutation if ϕk =  for some k, k > 0, or, equivalently, if the
tableau is closed. A subgoal-reduction strategy is refutationally complete if, whenever S is unsatisfiable and S \ {ϕ0 } is satisfiable, there exists a refutation of S by the
strategy starting with (S; ϕ0 ). If S is unsatisfiable and S \ {ϕ0 } is satisfiable, it is the
addition of ϕ0 that makes the set unsatisfiable, and this is why ϕ0 is the initial goal
clause. Since all generated clauses descend from the initial goal clause, subgoalreduction strategies are goal-sensitive. An unsatisfiable S may contain more than
one clause ϕ0 such that S is unsatisfiable and S \ {ϕ0 } is satisfiable, so that there
may be a choice of initial goal clause.
Given a refutation with ϕk = , the comb shaped resolution tree formed by the
sequence of goal clauses ϕ0 , . . . , ϕk−1 ,  and their companion side clauses is the
generated proof. The linear shape of the generated proof reveals the linear nature of
the strategy. In ME-tableaux, the closed tableau represents the proof.
In subgoal-reduction strategies, redundancy appears in the form of repeated subgoals or subgoal instances, and it is countered by techniques called C-reduction
[195], caching [8, 54], regressive merging [215], folding-up [143, 103] or success
substitutions [146], and tabling or memoing [217]. C-reduction, caching, and regressive merging are used in model elimination, folding-up and success substitutions in tableaux, tabling and memoing in declarative programming. In essence, all
these techniques descend from the idea of lemmatization or lemmaizing [152, 8, 54].
Adopting tableaux parlance, if the strategy manages to close a sub-tableau whose
root is labeled with literal L, it means that no model of the set S of clauses contains
L, that is, S |= ¬L. Thus, ¬L can be learned as a lemma, and applied to resolve away,
or close, any future subgoal L0 such that Lσ = L0 σ [143, 103, 39]. 1 Lemmatization
1

If the sub-tableau is closed using ME-reductions with ancestors L1 , . . . , Ln of L, no model with
L1 , . . . , Ln contains L; the lemma is ¬L ∨ ¬L1 ∨ . . . ∨ ¬Ln ; and ¬L can be applied as a unit lemma
only below L1 , . . . , Ln (cf. Section 2.5 of [39]).
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causes the database of clauses to grow, if the lemmas are added to S, but a common characteristic of caching techniques is to store the information on the learned
lemma ¬L, or dually, on the solved subgoal L, without bothering S. For example, in
folding-up, the information is stored in the tableau, at the node labeled with L.
Subgoal-reduction strategies use depth-first search (DFS) to search for a proof,
with backtracking to get out of the dead-end represented by a ϕi to which no inference applies (e.g., its leftmost literal can be neither ME-extended nor ME-reduced).
A specific DFS plan is characterized by a literal-selection rule and a clause-selection
rule, also known as O R-rule, that determines the order in which the input clauses are
tried. A typical example is to try clauses in top-down order, that is, in the order they
are written in the input file. Backtracking undoes the latest inference and substitution application to enable the strategy to try a different inference. For completeness,
DFS is enriched with iterative deepening [133, 206] on the number of resolution
or ME-extension inferences. Thus, subgoal-reduction strategies develop and keep in
memory one proof attempt at a time, and switch to another one by backtracking.
Prolog Technology Theorem Proving (PTTP) is a major paradigm for subgoalreduction strategies [202, 203, 205]. PTTP implements ME on top of the Warren
Abstract Machine (WAM), the virtual machine designed for Prolog [216]. The linear
input nature of ME is crucial, because Prolog uses a variant of ordered linear input
resolution. The WAM is a stack machine, with goal clauses stored on the stack,
and input clauses compiled as a Prolog program. A stack machine implements DFS
naturally. For theorem proving, PTTP adds iterative deepening and the occur check
in unification: when computing a most general unifier σ , the substitution σ cannot
include a pair x ← t, where x occurs in t. Unification in Prolog omits this check for
the sake of performance, and because Prolog, at least in its basic formulation, is a
relational language with a limited use of function symbols, so that the likelihood of
a pair x ← t, where x occurs in t, is deemed low.

2.2 Ordering-based Strategies
Ordering-based strategies have two kinds of inference rules. Expansion inference
rules generate and add clauses:
S
S0

S ⊂ S0

where S ⊂ S0 says that the existing set S of clauses is being expanded by adding
something. An expansion inference rule is sound, if whatever is added is a logical
consequence of what pre-existed, that is, if S0 ⊆ T h(S), where T h(S) = {ϕ : S |= ϕ}.
Examples include binary resolution and factoring [185], that add a binary resolvent
or a factor, paramodulation [183, 174], that adds a paramodulant, superposition
[132, 120, 12], which is ordered paramodulation where the literal paramodulated
into is an equality, equational factoring [13], and reflection, which is resolution
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with x ' x. Together these inference rules build equality into resolution [121, 186,
13, 53, 173].
Contraction inference rules delete clauses or replace them by smaller ones:
S
S0

S 6⊆ S0 S0 ≺mul S

where S 6⊆ S0 tells that something has been deleted; S0 ≺mul S says that S0 is smaller
than S in the multiset extension [96] of a well-founded ordering ≺ on terms, literals, and clauses [93]; and the double inference line [41] emphasizes the diversity of contraction with respect to the traditional notion of inference. Soundness
for contraction is called adequacy [41]: a contraction inference rule is adequate, if
whatever is deleted is a logical consequence of what is kept, that is, if S ⊆ T h(S0 ).
Since S ⊆ T h(S0 ) implies T h(S) ⊆ T h(S0 ), soundness for contraction is also called
monotonicity [35], meaning monotonicity of inferences with respect to theoremhood. Examples of contraction inference rules include tautology deletion, subsumption [185, 189], clausal simplification, which is a combination of unit resolution and
subsumption, demodulation [222] or simplification (i.e., simplification by an equation) [132, 120, 12], functional subsumption (i.e., subsumption between equations)
[120], purity deletion [80, 54], and conditional simplification [42]. Repeated simplification is called normalization or reduction to normal form, meaning a form that
cannot be rewritten further, and normalization can be viewed as a single contraction
step. The normal form of a clause ϕ is denoted ϕ ↓.
These strategies are called ordering-based, because they use the ordering ≺ to
define contraction rules and restrict expansion rules: resolution is ordered resolution, factoring is ordered factoring, paramodulation is ordered paramodulation, and
superposition is natively ordering-restricted. This means that only maximal literals are resolved upon, factorized, paramodulated or superposed into and from, and
only maximal sides of equations are paramodulated or superposed into and from,
where maximality is tested in the clause instantiated by the most general unifier of
the inference step [120, 12, 121, 186, 13, 53, 173]. Ordering-based strategies search
for the proof by best-first search and do not need backtracking. Best-first search is
implemented by the given-clause algorithm that we shall cover in Section 3.2 because it is relevant to parallelization approaches. Several presentations, surveys, and
systematizations of ordering-based theorem proving and its orderings are available
[177, 94, 178, 98, 97, 15, 172, 41, 149, 179].
Ordering-based strategies are not model-based: in ordering-based inference systems models remain implicit, and come to the forefront only in the proofs of refutational completeness. For example, a proof technique uses transfinite semantic trees
to survey models and show that the inference system excludes them all [121]. Another proof technique is based on saturation. A set of clauses is saturated, if any
inference with premises in the set is redundant (cf. Section 2.2.2 for redundancy).
Refutational completeness is established by showing that a saturated set of clauses
that does not contain  is satisfiable [13].
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However, ordering-based strategies may use a fixed interpretation for semantic
guidance, as exemplified in semantic resolution [198], hyperresolution [184], and
resolution with set of support [221] (cf. Sections 2.6 in [35] and 2.1 in [44]).
Hyperresolution resolves a clause L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lq ∨ C, called nucleus, and clauses
L10 ∨ D1 , . . . , Lq0 ∨ Dq , with q ≥ 1, called electrons, such that Li σ = ¬Li0 σ for all
i, 1 ≤ i ≤ q, to generate the hyperresolvent (D1 ∨ . . . ∨ Dq ∨ C)σ [184]. Positive
hyperresolution assumes a fixed Herbrand interpretation I that contains all negative
literals, and generates only clauses that are false in I, namely clauses whose literals
are all positive. Such a clause is called positive. The electrons are required to be
positive clauses, and L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lq are required to be all and only negative literals in
the nucleus. Thus, positive electrons are used to resolve away all negative literals
in the nucleus to get a positive hyperresolvent. Negative hyperresolution is defined
dually with all signs exchanged.
In a strategy with set of support, all clauses issued from the negation of the conjecture are considered goal clauses. The input set S of clauses is subdivided into the
set of support SOS, that contains the goal clauses, and its complement T = S \ SOS.
T is assumed to be satisfiable (e.g., it contains the axioms of a theory), so that if
S is unsatisfiable, the unsatisfiability is caused by SOS. Every expansion inference
is required to be supported, meaning that at least one parent is in SOS. The generated clauses are added to SOS, and since they all descend from goal clauses, the
strategy is goal-sensitive. A strategy with set of support is compatible with contraction (tautology deletion, subsumption, clausal simplification), provided also clauses
generated by backward contraction are inserted in SOS [54]. Since T does not get
expanded, a strategy with set of support is complete for problems with equality only
if T is saturated. The interplay of parallelism and semantic guidance in orderingbased strategies has not been explored thus far, as we shall discuss in Section 4.

2.2.1 Expansion-oriented Strategies
The distinction between expansion-oriented and contraction-based strategies towards analyzing parallelism [50] depends on the distinction between forward and
backward contraction. In forward contraction, a newly generated clause ϕ, called
raw clause [27, 50], is deleted or normalized into ϕ ↓ by previously existing clauses.
In backward contraction, such a ϕ ↓ is applied to contract previously existing
clauses. Expansion-oriented strategies apply at most forward contraction. Accordingly, an expansion-oriented derivation has the form
(S0 ; N0 ) ` (S1 ; N1 ) ` . . . (Si ; Ni ) ` . . .
where Si is the set of clauses in the database of clauses, and Ni is the set of raw
clauses. Every clause in Si has an identifier, typically a positive integer generated
progressively by the prover, and is ready to be used as premise. Raw clauses are
clauses that were just generated and still need to undergo forward contraction. Initially, S0 = S is the input set of clauses and N0 = 0.
/ Expansion takes premises in Si
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and adds raw clauses to Ni+1 . Forward contraction deletes clauses in Ni and adds
their non-trivial normal forms to Si+1 . It follows that S0 ⊆ S1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Si ⊆ . . ., that
is, for an expansion-oriented strategy the database of clauses is monotonically increasing.
A derivation is a refutation if  ∈ Sk for some k, k > 0. A strategy is refutationally
complete if, whenever S is unsatisfiable, there exists a refutation of S by the strategy.
Ordering-based strategies develop multiple proof attempts that remain implicit in the
set of clauses Si . Only when  ∈ Sk , the strategy reconstructs the generated proof
in the form of the ancestor-tree of  [29], denoted Π (). The reconstruction starts
from  and proceeds backward until it reaches the input clauses. For instance, if
ϕ is a resolvent of ϕ1 and ϕ2 , Π (ϕ) has root labeled ϕ and subtrees Π (ϕ1 ) and
Π (ϕ2 ). If ϕ is generated as the normal form of a pre-existing clause ψ with respect
to equations ϕ1 , . . . , ϕn , Π (ϕ) has root labeled ϕ and subtrees Π (ϕ1 ), . . . , Π (ϕn )
and Π (ψ). Every clause has its own variables, and variants, that is, clauses that
are identical up to variable renaming, are treated as distinct clauses. Therefore, no
clause is generated twice, and Π (ϕ) is uniquely defined given ϕ. Since a clause may
be used as premise more than once, Π (ϕ) is an ancestor-tree if we allow the same
clause to label more than one node, an ancestor-graph otherwise.
At the time of our first analysis of parallel theorem proving [27, 50], it was already understood that backward contraction is indispensable for theorem proving
by ordering-based strategies, especially in the presence of equality. Thus, the class
of expansion-oriented strategies was introduced to cover parallel resolution-based
theorem-proving methods without backward contraction, mostly for first-order logic
without equality [150, 151, 72, 76, 127] or propositional logic [100], and parallelizations [196, 214, 115, 68, 69] of the Buchberger algorithm [64] to compute
Gröbner bases of ideals generated by sets of polynomials. Buchberger algorithm
is a completion procedure like Knuth-Bendix completion [132], with an expansion
inference rule similar to superposition and a contraction rule similar to simplification [65]. However, Buchberger algorithm is guaranteed to converge with or without backward contraction, that can be delayed to a post-processing phase. On the
other hand, validity in equational theories, first-order logic, and first-order logic
with equality is a semi-decidable problem, so that theorem-proving methods are
only semi-decision procedures, and backward contraction is crucial in practice to
find a proof and terminate. Since expansion-oriented theorem-proving strategies today have mostly pedagogical and historical interest, and Buchberger algorithm is
not a first-order theorem-proving strategy, we refer the reader interested in their
parallelization to our previous surveys [50, 37].

2.2.2 Contraction-based Strategies
Contraction-based strategies apply both forward and backward contraction eagerly
and as much as possible. A contraction-based derivation has the form
(S0 ; N0 ; R0 ) ` (S1 ; N1 ; R1 ) ` . . . (Si ; Ni ; Ri ) ` . . .
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where Si is the set of clauses in the database of clauses, those with an identifier
and ready to be used as premises; Ni is the set of raw clauses, that is, clauses just
generated and still to be subject to forward contraction; and Ri is the set of clauses
deleted by backward contraction. Initially, S0 = S is the input set of clauses and
N0 = R0 = 0.
/ Expansion takes premises in Si and adds raw clauses to Ni+1 . Forward
contraction deletes clauses in Ni and adds their non-trivial normal forms to Si+1 .
Backward contraction detects which clauses in Si can be contracted, moves them to
Ni+1 , and also copies them in Ri+1 . In this way, backward and forward contraction
are implemented by the same operations, and clauses generated by backward contraction are treated in the same way as clauses generated by expansion. The copy in
the R component is made for the purpose of proof reconstruction. The database Si
of clauses may either expand or shrink, and therefore it is non-monotonic.
Forward contraction applies to a clause before it is established in the database; it
can be seen as part of the process that leads to install a new clause in the database.
With backward contraction, every clause in the database may be subject to contraction. Thus, the notion of persistent clauses becomes relevant: a clause is persistent,
if it is never deleted after it has entered Si at some stage i, i ≥S
0. The
set of persistent
T
clauses, called the limit of the derivation, is defined as S∞ = i≥0 j≥i S j .
The notions of refutation, refutational completeness, and proof reconstruction are
the same as for expansion-oriented strategies. Assume  ∈ Sk : while an expansionoriented strategy finds in Sk all ancestors of , as clauses deleted by forward contraction are not premises of other steps, a contraction-based strategy reconstructs the
proof from Sk ] Rk . Indeed, clauses deleted by backward contraction may be ancestors of , because they may have been used as premises before being deleted, and
therefore they may be parents of other clauses. Proof reconstruction is the reason
for the Ri component.
If the Ni and Ri components are omitted, the derivation has the form
S0 ` S1 ` . . . Si ` . . .
where S0 = S is the input set, and at every step Si+1 is derived from Si by an inference
that can be either an expansion or a contraction inference.
A key monotonicity property of contraction-based derivations is ρ(S0 ) ⊆ ρ(S1 ) ⊆
. . . ⊆ ρ(Si ) ⊆ . . ., where ρ(S) is the set of clauses that are redundant in S. This
monotonicity property means that if a clause is redundant at a certain stage of the
derivation, it will be redundant at all subsequent stages (cf. Lemma 2.6.4 in [27]), a
principle later popularized by the slogan “once redundant, always redundant” [41].
A clause is redundant in S if adding it or removing it from S neither improves nor
worsens minimal proofs, where improving means making smaller, and worsening
means making larger, with respect to a well-founded proof ordering (cf. [53, 41] and
Chapter 2 of [27]). Clauses that are not redundant are called irredundant. Clauses
deleted by contraction rules are redundant, and so are clauses whose generation is
prevented by the ordering-based restrictions of expansion rules.
The notion of redundancy is extended from clauses to inferences: an inference is
redundant if it uses or generates redundant clauses, and irredundant otherwise. In
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turn, redundancy is connected with fairness: intuitively, the two concepts are dual,
because redundancy aims at capturing which inferences can be ignored, and fairness
aims at capturing which inferences must be considered to find a proof. Refutational
completeness of the inference system ensures that if the input set S is unsatisfiable,
then there exist refutations. Fairness is the complementary property: if refutations
exist, a fair derivation is guaranteed to be a refutation. Similar to redundancy, also
fairness is defined based on proof orderings: whenever a minimal proof of the target
theorem is reducible by inferences, it is reduced eventually [27, 53, 41]. In practice,
a derivation is fair, if all irredundant inferences are considered eventually. A search
plan is fair, if it generates a fair derivation for all inputs. The combination of a
refutationally complete inference system and a fair search plan yields a complete
theorem-proving strategy.
Contraction-based strategies feature a search plan that prioritizes contraction
over expansion, in order to ensure that redundant clauses are deleted prior to being selected as expansion premises. Such a search plan is called simplification-first
[45], contraction-first [50], or eager-contraction [29] search plan.

2.3 Instance-based Strategies
All first-order clausal theorem-proving strategies can be seen as ways to implement
Herbrand’s theorem, which says that a set S of first-order clauses is unsatisfiable if
and only if there exists a finite set of ground instances of clauses of S that is unsatisfiable [71]. The semi-decidability of first-order theorem-proving descends from this
theorem. Instance-based strategies represent the theorem-proving paradigm most
directly inspired by Herbrand’s theorem. The basic idea is to generate ground instances of input clauses, and test them for propositional unsatisfiability. The first
such procedure was Gilmore method [71], followed by S ATCHMO [159], and hyperlinking [140], the latter at the beginning of the renewed interest for the DavisPutnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL) procedure [80, 79, 71] for propositional satisfiability.
A clause L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lq , called nucleus, and clauses L10 ∨ D1 , . . . , Lq0 ∨ Dq , with
q ≥ 1, called electrons, such that Li σ = ¬Li0 σ for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ q, form a hyperlink.
Hyperlinking generates the instance of the nucleus (L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lq )σ . An instance
generated by hyperlinking is termed hyperinstance. Variants of a same clause may
be used in a hyperlink, and all literals of the nucleus are linked, since the purpose
is not to generate a hyperresolvent (cf. Section 2.2), but to instantiate the nucleus as
much as possible. Since only instances are generated, all contraction is forward contraction, limited to unit subsumption and clausal simplification, because unrestricted
subsumption would delete all instances and defeat the purpose of the strategy. An
instance-based derivation has the form
(S0 ; F0 ) ` (S1 ; F1 ) ` . . . (Si ; Fi ) ` . . .
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where Si is the set of clauses in the database of clauses, those with an identifier
and ready to be used as premises, and Fi is the set of generated instances. Initially,
S0 = S is the input set of clauses and F0 = 0.
/ Instance generation takes premises in
Si and adds new clauses to Fi+1 . Forward contraction deletes clauses in Fi and adds
their non-trivial normal forms to Fi+1 . If all hyperlinks in Si have been considered,
and contraction has been applied, all clauses in Si ∪ Fi are made ground by replacing
all variables by a new constant. A SAT solver is applied to the resulting ground
set: if it is unsatisfiable, the procedure halts successfully; otherwise, the next phase
of hyperlinking starts with state (Si+1 ; Fi+1 ) where Si+1 = Si ∪ Fi and Fi+1 = 0.
/ It
follows that S0 ⊆ S1 ⊆ . . . ⊆ Si ⊆ . . ., that is, the database of clauses is monotonically
increasing.
While early instance-based strategies had a generate-and-test flavor, proceeding
ones, such as CLINS-S [73, 74], ordered semantic hyperlinking (OSHL) [181, 180],
Inst-Gen [105, 106, 136, 135], as well as methods that hybridize instance generation and tableaux, such as the disconnection calculus [26, 145, 147, 148] and hypertableaux [16, 24], progressively emphasized model-driven instance generation,
putting model building in the driver’s seat. The model-building component of the
procedure maintains a candidate model. The instance-generation component generates ground instances that are false in the model in order to exclude it. The modelbuilding component updates the model to satisfy those ground instances, and the
game continues until a contradiction arises.
In summary, for subgoal-reduction strategies the database of clauses is fixed and
equal to the input set, hence relatively small; for expansion-oriented and instancebased strategies it is large and monotonically increasing; for contraction-based
strategies it is large and non-monotonic. Since expansion-oriented strategies today
have mostly pedagogical and historical interest, from now on we use ordering-based
strategies to mean contraction-based strategies.

3 Parallelization of Theorem Proving
We distinguish three types of parallelism for deduction: fine-grain parallelism or
parallelism at the term/literal level, medium-grain parallelism or parallelism at the
clause level, and coarse-grain parallelism or parallelism at the search level.
In parallelism at the term/literal level, the parallelization affects operations below the inference level, as in parallel rewriting, where parallel rewrite steps together
make a normalization inference; or below the clause level, as in A ND-parallelism,
where alternative inferences apply in parallel to different literals of a clause. In parallelism at the clause level, the parallelization affects operations at the inference
level, so that parallelism at the clause level means parallel inferences. The possibility of conflicts between parallel inferences, and the impact of backward contraction
on their incidence, emerge as key issues for fine and medium-grain parallelism. This
discovery [27, 50] led to the move from parallelism at the clause level to parallelism
at the search level pionereed by Clause-Diffusion.
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In parallelism at the search level, the parallelization affects entire derivations, as
multiple processes search in parallel for a proof, so that parallelism at the search
level means parallel search and involves communication among the processes. Parallel search yields multi-search, where the parallel processes employ different search
plans, distributed search, where the search space is subdivided among the processes,
and their combination.

3.1 Parallelism at the Term or Literal Level
The classification of types of parallelism is based on the granularity of data accessed
in parallel, leading to a distinction among fine-grain, medium-grain, and coarsegrain parallelism. Intuitively, the finer the granularity, the higher the possibility that
parallel processes incur into conflicts. For inferences, fine-grain parallelism means
having parallel processes access in parallel distinct terms or literals of a clause, so
that fine-grain parallelism is parallelism at the term or literal level.

3.1.1 Parallelism at the Literal Level for Subgoal-reduction Strategies
For subgoal-reduction strategies, fine-grain parallelism is A ND-parallelism, where
parallel processes access and reduce in parallel distinct literals of a goal clause.
However, literals of the same clause may share variables, so that the parallel processes may be in conflict, in the sense that they need to instantiate the same variables
by different unifiers.
For example, assume that the goal clause ϕ contains literals ¬P(x) and ¬Q(x, y),
where P and Q are predicate symbols, and x and y are variable symbols. The
two literals share the variable x. Let S include the clauses ψ1 = P(a) ∨ C and
ψ2 = Q( f (z), z) ∨ D, where a is a constant symbol, f is a function symbol, and
z is a variable symbol. A process that resolves upon ¬P(x) and P(a) and a process that resolves upon ¬Q(x, y) and Q( f (z), z) are in conflict, because the first one
needs to apply the substitution x ← a and the second one needs to apply the substitution x ← f (z). For this reason, already early provers parallelizing subgoal-reduction
strategies, such as PARTHEO [194], M ETEOR [7], and Parthenon [75, 63], avoided
A ND-parallelism.

3.1.2 Parallelism at the Term Level for Ordering-based Strategies
For ordering-based strategies, fine-grain parallelism is parallel term rewriting,
where a term t is rewritten by applying in parallel multiple rewrite rules, or equations applied according to the ordering . Given two equations that apply to a term
t, it is well-known that there are three cases [132].
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The first possibility is that the two equations rewrite t at disjoint positions. For
example, the equations i(i(x)) ' x and f (x, y) ' f (y, x) match disjoint positions of
the term h(i(i(a)), f (a, b)), where f , h, and i are function symbols, and a and b are
constant symbols. The two steps can be applied in parallel, yielding h(a, f (b, a)),
under an ordering  where a  b.
The second possibility is that the two equations have a variable overlap. For
example, the equations (1) h(x, x) ' x and (2) f (y, b) ' y overlap at a variable position in f (h(a, a), b), because h(x, x) matches with h(a, a), f (y, b) matches with
f (h(a, a), b), and the position of h(a, a) corresponds to that of the variable y in
f (y, b). The two equations can be applied in any order, because the two rewriting sequences f (h(a, a), b) →(1) f (a, b) →(2) a and f (h(a, a), b) →(2) h(a, a) →(1) a
yield the same result.
The third possibility is that the two equations overlap at a non-variable position. For example, the equations (1) f (z, e) ' z and (2) f (l(x, y), y) ' x, where e is
another constant symbol and l another function symbol, overlap at a non-variable
position in f (l(a, e), e), as both match the whole term. It is impossible to apply both
equations, because the first one rewrites the term to l(a, e) and the second one to a,
as shown in the peak l(a, e) ←(1) f (l(a, e), e) →(2) a. The two rewriting steps are in
conflict, as they aim at replacing the same term by different terms.
An overlap tout court is a non-variable overlap: two equations overlap, if the
left-hand side of one unifies with a non-variable subterm of the other. An overlap is a pre-condition to apply superposition. In the above example, the left hand
sides f (z, e) and f (l(x, y), y) of the equations (1) f (z, e) ' z and (2) f (l(x, y), y) ' x
overlap as they unify with most general unifier {y ← e, z ← l(x, e)}. Indeed, superposition generates from the two equations the new equation l(x, e) ' x, closing
the peak l(x, e) ←(1) f (l(x, e), e) →(2) x, of which the above peak is an instance. A
sufficient and necessary condition to avoid conflicts is to exclude the non-variable
overlap case by requiring the equations to be non-overlapping, which means that
neither left-hand side unifies with a non-variable subterm of the other.
Historically, parallel rewriting [108, 109, 95, 129] allows parallel processes to
apply in parallel equations that match the term at disjoint positions, while concurrent
rewriting [131, 3, 4] allows them to apply equations that match at disjoint positions
or have a variable overlap.
In equational declarative languages for specification or programming, equations
are required to be regular, that is, non-overlapping and left-linear. The latter property says that no variable occurs repeated in the left-hand side. Regularity suffices
to ensure uniqueness of normal forms, which means that the set of equations defines
a functional program, in the sense that the output t ↓ is unique for a given input
term t to be reduced [118]. Thus, the study of parallel or concurrent term rewriting was motivated primarily by the quest for fast implementations of interpreters of
equational declarative languages [108, 109, 95, 129].
In theorem proving it is impossible to restrict the attention to non-overlapping
equations, since this would mean barring superposition, which is the main expansion
inference rule to deduce equations from equations. The same consideration applies
to Knuth-Bendix completion, where superposition first appeared [132]. Neverthe-
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less, the possibility of implementing Knuth-Bendix completion on top of parallel
[66] or concurrent [130] rewriting, the latter only in the ground case, was explored.
If all equations are ground, superposition collapses to simplification, and all operations of completion are done by rewriting. In the non-ground case, superposition is
done sequentially, and only normalization can take advantage of parallel rewriting.

3.2 Parallelism at the Clause Level
Medium-grain parallelism for inferences means having parallel processes access in
parallel distinct clauses, and perform one or more inferences with those clauses as
premises. Thus, medium-grain parallelism is parallelism at the clause level.

3.2.1 Parallelism at the Clause Level for Subgoal-reduction and
Instance-based Strategies
For subgoal-reduction strategies parallelism at the clause level is O R-parallelism,
where parallel processes access in parallel distinct goal clauses, and resolve them
with as many side clauses generating new goal clauses. This means trying in parallel
the proof attempts that a sequential strategy tries in sequence by going from one to
the next via backtracking. Each goal clause is seen as a task (ϕ, j, k), where ϕ is
a goal clause, j is the number of ME-extension steps used to generate ϕ, and k is
the limit of iterative deepening. The task consists of reducing ϕ to  by applying
at most k − j ME-extension steps. When a new goal clause ϕi+1 is generated from
a goal clause ϕi , a new task (ϕi+1 , j + 1, k) is generated from task (ϕi , j, k). A task
(ϕ, j, k) is active only if j < k.
Assume that there are n processes, all with initial limit k for iterative deepening.
As soon as there are n active tasks, all processes may be active. A way of initializing
the derivation is to have a sequential preprocessing phase where one process proceeds sequentially, generating at least n tasks. Then, a parallel subgoal-reduction
derivation, with parallelism at the clause level, has the form
(S; G0 ) ` (S; G1 ) ` . . . (S; Gi ) ` . . .
where the Gi component represents the set of active tasks.
Each process maintains a queue of its active tasks and the distribution of tasks
among the processes is realized by task stealing. When the queue of a process is
empty, that process steals active tasks from the queues of others. Task stealing is
implemented by representing a task (ϕ, j, k) by an encoding of the WAM operations (cf. Section 2.1) that generate (ϕ, j, k) from the input set of clauses. When
there are no more active tasks, the search restarts with the initial goal and a higher
limit of iterative deepening. Communication of tasks is achieved by message pass-
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ing in PARTHEO [194], in shared memory in Parthenon [75, 63], and either way in
M ETEOR [7].
For instance-based strategies, parallelism at the clause level means having multiple parallel processes picking different clauses as nuclei and generate in parallel all
their hyperinstances [223]. However, a most natural way to parallelize hyperlinking [140] is to execute in parallel the instance generation and satisfiability testing
phases [223]. This may be an example where parallelization contributed to improve
the underlying theorem-proving method, as the notion of doing in parallel instance
generation and satisfiability testing may have given ammunition to the design of
instance-based strategies with a tighter integration between model building and instance generation (cf. Section 2.3).

3.2.2 Parallelism at the Clause Level for Ordering-based Strategies
ROO [154, 155, 156] is the paradigmatic example of parallelism at the clause level
for ordering-based strategies. ROO is a parallelization of up to version 2.2 of the
OTTER theorem prover [164, 165, 166, 169]. The idea of ROO is to parallelize the
given-clause algorithm at the heart of OTTER. This algorithm was later adopted
by most theorem provers implementing ordering-based strategies, such as S PASS
[218], E [190] and its predecessor D ISCOUNT [10, 90], Vampire [137], Gandalf
[211], WALDMEISTER [117], and Zipperposition [77]. In the given-clause algorithm the database of clauses is organized as two lists of clauses, that we call
already-selected and to-be-selected [35, 41]. In OTTER, these lists
were named originally axioms and set-of-support, abbreviated sos; in later
versions axioms was renamed usable. In E these lists are called active and
passive.
The standard initialization is to start with all input clauses in to-be-selected
and empty already-selected. For a strategy with set of support (cf. Section 2.2), one starts with already-selected containing the clauses of T and
to-be-selected those of SOS, which explains the original names of the two
lists in OTTER.
The given-clause algorithm prescribes to perform a loop, until either a refutation
is found or the list to-be-selected becomes empty. In the latter case the input set of clauses is recognized to be satisfiable. For a first-order theorem prover,
termination typically occurs either with a refutation or when the prover hits a predefined time or space threshold. At every iteration of the loop, the prover selects from
to-be-selected the best clause according to a heuristic evaluation function
[5, 166, 88, 33, 169, 191]. This clause is the given clause. Thus, the given-clause algorithm realizes a best-first search. The prover performs all applicable expansion inferences having as premises the given clause and clauses in already-selected
and moves the given clause from to-be-selected to already-selected.
Every raw clause ϕ thus generated is subject to forward contraction, so that it is
either deleted or reduced to a normal form ϕ ↓ (where ϕ ↓ and ϕ may be identical),
which gets an identifier and is appended to to-be-selected.
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For backward contraction, the prover detects which previously existing clause ψ
can be contracted by such a ϕ ↓ and subjects every such ψ to forward contraction.
Any resulting ψ ↓ gets a new identifier, is added to to-be-selected, and will
try in turn to backward-contract other clauses. In the case of backward contraction it
cannot be that ψ and ψ ↓ are identical, because ψ was found reducible to begin with.
The backward contraction phase terminates when the set of clauses S is such that
ρ(S) = 0,
/ which is guaranteed to occur eventually thanks to the well-foundedness
of the ordering .
The OTTER version [169] of the given-clause algorithm applies backward contraction to both lists, so that the set S such that ρ(S) = 0/ at the end of every iteration
of the loop is the union of already-selected and to-be-selected. The
E version [188, 190], tried first in D ISCOUNT [10, 90], applies backward contraction only to already-selected, so that the set S such that ρ(S) = 0/ at the
end of every iteration of the loop contains the clauses in already-selected.
If a clause in already-selected is backward contracted, its descendants in
to-be-selected are deleted.
The idea of the E version is that it is not necessary to keep to-be-selected
fully reduced, since clauses in to-be-selected are not used as premises of
expansion inferences. Since to-be-selected is allowed to contain redundant
clauses, the given clause is subject to forward contraction as soon as extracted from
to-be-selected and prior to be used as expansion premise. Most contemporary provers implementing ordering-based strategies feature both the OTTER and E
versions of the given-clause algorithm.
At the time of ROO, only the OTTER version of the given-clause algorithm
existed. The concept of ROO is to store the lists already-selected and
to-be-selected in shared memory, and let n parallel processes pick n given
clauses and perform in parallel the ensuing expansion and forward contraction inferences. The expansion and forward contraction phases for a given clause is called
task A. The parallel processes are not allowed to append the clauses thus generated
to to-be-selected, because that could cause conflicts in accessing the shared
list, and more importantly because the clauses generated in parallel are not guaranteed to be irredundant. Indeed, if N1 and N2 are the sets of clauses generated by
parallel processes p1 and p2 , the clauses in N1 are not forward contracted with respect to those in N2 and vice versa. ROO features an additional list, termed K-list,
and lets the parallel processes append their new clauses to the K-list. A single
process performs contraction within the K-list and then transfers all clauses from
the K-list to to-be-selected. This activity is called task B.
All the more, the parallel processes are not allowed to do backward contraction,
in order to avoid conflicts in deleting or rewriting clauses in already-selected
and to-be-selected in shared memory. They are only allowed to test for
backward contraction: if a parallel process discovers that one of its newly generated clauses can backward-contract a clause ψ in already-selected or
to-be-selected, it adds the identifier of ψ to a list named to-be-deleted.
The single process in charge of task B then proceeds to backward-contract every
such ψ. All processes follow the same schedule: execute task B, if either K-list
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or to-be-deleted is not empty and no other process is doing task B; execute
task A otherwise.
Thus, ROO has to do backward contraction sequentially, as only one process is
allowed to execute task B at any given time. Since an ordering-based prover typically spends most of its time doing contraction, and especially backward contraction, ROO incurs in a problem identified as the backward-contraction bottleneck
[27, 50], which manifests itself as follows: the single process executing task B lags
behind, K-list and to-be-deleted grow too long, and the other processes
remain idle waiting for clauses to reach to-be-selected and become available
as given clauses.
The backward-contraction bottleneck affects also the application of the transition-based approach to parallel programming [224] to Knuth-Bendix completion
[225]. The considered version of Knuth-Bendix completion is the original one [132],
that only handles rewrite rules and fails if it generates an equation that cannot be oriented by the ordering into a rewrite rule. For theorem proving, unfailing or ordered
completion [120, 12], that handles also equations, and therefore does not fail, supersedes the original Knuth-Bendix completion [132]. Nevertheless, the transitionbased parallelization of Knuth-Bendix completion [225] is relevant to our analysis
as another instance of parallelism at the clause level. It performs parallel inferences
in shared memory, with locks and critical regions to prevent conflicts between inference steps that involve the same rewrite rules. Backward contraction causes a writebottleneck as all the backward-contraction inferences ask write-access to shared
memory. It is plausible that the difficulty with backward contraction suggested applying the transition-based approach to Buchberger algorithm [68, 69] instead, since
in Buchberger algorithm backward contraction is not as crucial (cf. Section 2.2.1).
Because of the backward-contraction bottleneck, parallelism at the clause level
was largely abandoned, and an approach à la ROO was never tried in combination
with the E version of the given-clause algorithm.

3.3 The Rise of Parallel Search
The above analysis of parallelism at the term/literal and clause levels reveals that a
key element to understand whether and how theorem proving can be parallelized is
an abstract analysis of the conflicts between parallel inferences [27, 50]. The analysis is abstract in the sense of not being tied to a memory model or an implementation.
Two expansion inferences read their premises and generate and add their consequences. If they add their consequences to a shared data structure, some access
control is required, but two expansion inferences are not in conflict in an essential
way, because they only read their premises. On the other hand, contraction inferences delete or rewrite one of their premises, and therefore determine three types of
conflicts:
1. Write-write conflict between contraction inferences: two contraction steps aim at
rewriting the same clause ϕ;
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2. Write-read conflict between contraction inferences: a contraction step aims at
rewriting a clause ϕ that another contraction step aims at using as premise to
contract some other clause ψ;
3. Write-read conflict between contraction and expansion inferences: a contraction
step aims at rewriting a clause ϕ that an expansion step aims at using as premise
to generate other clauses.
Conflicts of Type (1) are exemplified by the conflicts in parallel rewriting (cf. Section 3.1). Conflicts of Types (2) and (3) are due to backward contraction, because a
raw clause is not used as premise of another inference while it is subject to forward
contraction. A conflict of Type (2) is harmless: the once redundant always redundant principle ensures that no matter which step commits, the other clause, whether
ϕ or ψ, will still be reducible [27]. Conflicts of Type (3) are the most problematic, because ϕ is redundant, a clause generated by ϕ will also be redundant, and
therefore the contraction step should have priority.
Subgoal-reduction strategies have a static database of clauses given by the input
set and no contraction. The absence of contraction means no conflicts among inferences. A static, relatively small, database of clauses represents read-only data
that can be kept in shared memory, and even compiled as done for declarative
programs. Instance-based strategies have a monotonically increasing database of
clauses given by the input set plus instances, and only forward contraction. The
absence of backward contraction means no conflicts among inferences. This explains why approaches to parallelize subgoal-reduction and instance-based strategies adopted parallelism at the clause level (cf. Section 3.2.1).
The situation is different for ordering-based strategies: the database of generated
clauses is large, and non-monotonic, in fact highly dynamic, due to backward contraction, which causes conflicts among inferences. There is no read-only data, as any
clause can be rewritten by proceeding ones. Contraction is essential for equational
reasoning: indeed subgoal-reduction and instance-based strategies as described thus
far are for first-order logic, and ordering-based strategies for first-order logic with
equality. This analysis motivates resorting to coarse-grain parallelism for orderingbased strategies for first-order logic with equality.
Coarse-grain parallelism in deduction is parallelism at the search level or parallel search: multiple processes p0 , . . . , pn−1 search in parallel for a proof, each developing its own derivation and maintaining its own database of clauses. It is sufficient
that one of the processes succeeds, and as soon as that happens, all may halt. Since
each process has its own database of clauses, the issue of conflicts disappears, and
especially the backward-contraction bottleneck cannot arise. While parallelism at
the term/literal or clause levels aim at speeding up a given search, parallelism at the
search level aims at finding a proof sooner by generating new searches, by searching
in different ways.
The counterpart of allowing every process to build its own database of clauses
is the redundancy of having the same clauses in all or some of these databases.
However, this duplication is not considered redundancy in parallel search, as long
as the clauses are not redundant in the logical sense (cf. Section 2.2.2). Moreover,
as long as contraction inferences are adequate, having ϕ in the database of a pro-
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cess and ϕ ↓ in the database of another process is not a correctness issue, unlike in
other distributed applications, where the lack of agreement or coherence may affect
correctness.
A general issue with parallelism at the search level is to differentiate the searches
conducted in parallel by the processes. Intuitively, it is wasteful to have different
processes visit the same search space, performing the same inferences in the same
order. On the other hand, it is unavoidable that their searches have something in
common, given that they are all solving the same problem. The idea is to minimize
the overlap of the searches performed by the parallel processes [27, 50, 51, 30, 31,
32, 34, 38].
One approach to this issue is to differentiate the processes by letting them execute different search plans on the same data. The dual approach is to differentiate
them by letting them execute the same search plan on different data. A way to differentiate data is to subdivide clauses and inferences among the processes, in order
to subdivide the work to be executed. In parallel theorem proving this distinction
was presented first as competition versus cooperation [192, 210, 85]. The analogue
in parallel SAT-solving is the dichotomy between the portfolio approach and the
divide-and-conquer approach. However, these terminologies suggest that the two
parallelization principles may not coexist, while several methods explore their combination. We distinguish between multi-search and distributed search [37, 38].
Both multi-search and distributed search approaches feature communication
among the parallel deductive processes. In the case of distributed search the rationale for communication is obvious: since the space to be searched is subdivided,
communication is needed for completeness. However, also in the case of multisearch communication is necessary, otherwise multi-search reduces to running independent experiments in parallel.
For subgoal-reduction strategies, parallel search is typically multi-search, because the database of clauses is small and static. On the other hand, the large
database of generated and kept clauses of ordering-based strategies suggests distributed search, and the notion of subdividing the search space by subdividing
clauses and inferences. Since ordering-based strategies also offers a variety of search
plans, both multi-search and distributed search have been applied to ordering-based
strategies. In the rest of this section, we cover multi-search for subgoal-reduction
strategies, multi-search for ordering-based strategies, and distributed search for
ordering-based strategies.

3.4 Multi-search
A multi-search method is a parallel search method where the parallel deductive processes apply different search plans to search for a solution. As a way to differentiate
the searches further, multi-search may also allow the processes to employ different
inference systems. In multi-search with homogeneous systems, the deductive processes have different search plans and the same inference system. In multi-search
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approaches with heterogeneous systems, the deductive processes differ in the inference system or in both inference system and search plan.

3.4.1 Multi-search for Subgoal-reduction Strategies
For subgoal-reduction strategies, ways of differentiating the search plans include
assigning to the parallel processes different literal-selection rules [207], different
clause-selection rules, different limits for iterative deepening, different choices of
initial goal clause, or any combination thereof. These possibilities have been explored in the successors of PARTHEO [194], namely SE THEO, E-SE THEO, SP THEO,
CP THEO and P-SE THEO [144, 170, 209, 104, 219].
A multi-search subgoal-reduction derivation with n processes p0 , . . . , pn−1 takes
the form
(S; G0j ) ` (S; G1j ) ` . . . (S; Gij ) ` . . .
where S is the input set of clauses, and Gij is the set of active tasks at process p j , 0 ≤
j ≤ n − 1, and stage i, i ≥ 0 (cf. Section 3.2.1 for the notion of task). The processes
may communicate tasks, so that each process may have a set of active tasks as an
effect of communication. If the processes start with different limits k0 , . . . , kn−1 for
iterative deepening, a process may have in its set active tasks with different limits,
such as (ϕ, n, k) and (ϕ 0 , n0 , k0 ): if k < k0 , task (ϕ, n, k) must be given higher priority
by the process, in order to preserve completeness.
An example of heterogeneous system is H PDS [208], with three deductive processes and a deduction controller. The three deductive processes execute guided
linear deduction (GLD), which is similar to model elimination (cf. Section 2.1),
hyperresolution (HR) (cf. Section 2.2), and unit-resulting resolution (UR) [204], respectively. The latter inference rule resolves a clause L1 ∨ . . . ∨ Lq ∨ Lq+1 , called nucleus, and unit clauses L10 , . . . , Lq0 , with q ≥ 1, called electrons, such that Li σ = ¬Li0 σ
for all i, 1 ≤ i ≤ q, to generate the unit clause Lq+1 σ . If the Lq+1 literal is allowed
to be absent, UR resolution is allowed to generate . As UR resolution alone does
not form a refutationally complete inference system, its purpose is to accelerate the
generation of unit clauses for other inference rules. For example, UR resolution is
used to generate unit lemmas for a PTTP prover [204].
H PDS implements this concept in a parallel setting. Every process is endowed
with forward and backward subsumption, employs a DFS plan with iterative deepening, and sends the clauses it generates, including subsumed clauses tagged as
such, to the deduction controller. The deduction controller forwards to the GLD and
HR processes the unit clauses generated by the UR process, and feeds the latter
with the clauses generated by the other two. It may also forward to the HR process
clauses generated by GLD, but not vice versa, so that the GLD process only receives
unit lemmas. Furthermore, the deduction controller gives every process information
on clauses subsumed by the other processes.
Another instance of multi-search with heterogeneous systems is CP THEO [104],
built on top of the model elimination prover SE THEO [144]. SE THEO is equipped
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with a resolution-based prover preprocessor, named Delta [193], with the idea of
generating in advance, by resolution, clauses that could be useful as lemmas for the
subgoal-reduction derivation. CP THEO replaces preprocessing by cooperation in a
parallel setting: it launches SE THEO and Delta in parallel, and lets SE THEO use
the clauses generated by Delta as lemmas, according to different communication
schemes.
For instance, SE THEO sends to Delta goal clauses from tasks that SE THEO cannot solve in the current limit of iterative deepening. Delta responds with lemmas
that resolve with those goal clauses. SE THEO restarts with its next round of iterative deepening and a database of clauses enriched with the received lemmas.
Alternatively, SE THEO sends to Delta the literals labeling the open leaves in
its current tableau. Delta replies by sending lemmas including similar literals of
opposite sign. Similarity is measured according to various heuristic criteria [103].
In either scheme Delta ranks its generated clauses and selects the best to be sent
as lemmas. The ranking is based on clause size, with small size deemed preferable,
size of Π (ϕ) for clause ϕ, with large size deemed preferable, assuming that a clause
that required more inferences to be generated is more precious, and similarity-based
criteria [103].

3.4.2 Multi-search for Ordering-based Strategies
Multi-search for ordering-based strategies was introduced with the Team-Work
method [84, 9, 88, 10, 89, 91, 92, 87, 197]. Team-Work is devised for purely equational problems, but its concept applies just as well to first-order logic with equality. The Team-Work method provides for n deductive processes p0 , . . . , pn−1 , one
of which also plays the role of supervisor. All processes start with the same input problem, the same inference system, a time period, again the same for all processes, but different search plans. For instance, in the context of the given-clause
algorithm, this may mean different evaluation functions to select the given clause
[5, 166, 88, 33, 169, 191]. Every process develops its own derivation and builds its
own database of clauses independently. When the allotted time period expires, every process evaluates its current database of clauses, based on a set of heuristic measures, the same for all processes. For example, the number of generated clauses may
indicate how productive a process has been, while the number of deleted clauses
may suggest whether the process has generated some very effective simplifiers or
subsumers.
Then, every process sends to the supervisor its scores according to the heuristic
measures. The supervisor picks a winner, the one with the best scores, and broadcasts its identity, say p j . The winner p j becomes the supervisor for the next round,
and all the other processes send to p j their best clauses according to other heuristic criteria, relative to individual clauses [5, 88], rather than the whole database.
For example, an equation that has simplified many other clauses may be deemed
precious. The new supervisor p j broadcasts its database, enriched with these best
clauses received from the others. In this manner, all deductive processes restart with
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the best database generated thus far and augmented with selected good clauses from
the other derivations.
A multi-search ordering-based derivation with n processes p0 , . . . , pn−1 has the
form
S0j ` S1j ` . . . Sij ` . . .
where Sij is the database of clauses at process p j , 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, and stage i, i ≥ 0.
Initially, S00 = S01 = . . . = S0n−1 = S is the input set of clauses. Such a derivation is
a refutation if  ∈ Sij for some i and j. A Team-Work derivation is a multi-search
ordering-based derivation characterized by a series A = i0 < i1 < . . . < ik < ik+1 <
. . . of special stages, where i0 = 0, and for all i ∈ A , Si0 = Si1 = . . . = Sin−1 : the stages
in A are those where all the processes restart with the same database.
Fairness of a multi-search derivation does not require that all search plans be
fair. In the context of Team-Work, it is sufficient that at least one of the search plans
is fair, and that a database produced by a fair search plan is selected as the winner
infinitely often [9].
Starting at least with OTTER [164, 165, 166, 169], automatic theorem provers
have many options and parameters that can be set for each problem. A multi-search
à la Team-Work adds even more, including the set of heuristics to evaluate databases,
the set of heuristics to evaluate clauses, and the time period. One may also program
the prover to vary selected parameters during a derivation. For example, the time
period may increase over time, so that the processes cooperate a lot at the beginning
and behave more independently later, or vice versa. The sequential basis for the
implementation of Team-Work is the D ISCOUNT theorem prover [10, 90], meaning
that every p j executes an instance of D ISCOUNT.
The purpose of Team-Work is to interleave and combine different search plans.
The periodic restart from a common database lets a process apply a search plan to
a database generated by another search plan, realizing the interleaving. The mechanism whereby the database of the winner is enriched with clauses deemed good by
other processes provides the combination. Since different search plans may generate clauses in different orders, their interleaving and combination may enable one
of the processes to discover a proof sooner than any of the search plans would allow
if applied sequentially. The downsides include the delays imposed by the periodic
synchronizations, and the risk that the heuristics are misleading, so that discarding
the databases with lower scores will make the search longer rather than shorter.
Ingredients of Team-Work appeared also in multi-search approaches with heterogeneous systems. For example, requirement-based cooperative theorem proving
[102] prescribes to run S PASS and D ISCOUNT in parallel. The two provers communicate by expansion requests and contraction requests. In an expansion request, a
prover sends to the other a clause ϕ, and the receiver replies by sending all resolvents between ϕ and the clauses in its already-selected list. In a contraction
request, a prover sends to the other a clause ϕ, and the receiver replies by sending
all its clauses that contract ϕ.
The T ECHS system [86] is even more heterogeneous, as it runs in parallel S PASS,
D ISCOUNT, and SE THEO, thereby mixing contraction-based and subgoal-reduction
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strategies, a feature that recalls H PDS and CP THEO (cf. Section 3.4.1). In T ECHS,
S PASS and D ISCOUNT exchange equations, while S PASS and SE THEO exchange
lemmas, from S PASS to SE THEO, and subgoals, from SE THEO to S PASS. These
heterogeneous systems share with Team-Work the notion of heuristic selection of
good clauses to be shared. For example, short clauses are deemed good, so that unit
clauses and especially unit equations are the best.
The legacy of the Team-Work method is threefold. First, the notion of interleaving search plans migrated into the design of search plans for sequential theorem
provers: the prover is programmed to execute a search plan for a fixed interval of
time, then another one for the next interval, and so on. This feature is available, for
instance, in Vampire [137]. This development is rather natural as interleaving is a
standard way to simulate a parallel computation by a sequential computation. In the
theory of parallel computing, a parallel computation that can be sequentially simulated by interleaving is not regarded as truly concurrent, although we are not aware
of results on sequential derivations simulating multi-search derivations. Second, the
notion of letting a process send to another one its best clauses is connected with
learning, in the sense of learning the results of other derivations starting from the
same problem [90]. This concept is generalized to learning from proofs of similar
problems, as in the approaches that apply machine learning and big data technologies to theorem proving [99, 213]. Third, Team-Work can be considered a forerunner
of the portfolio approach to parallel SAT-solving (cf. Section 4.1 in this chapter and
the chapter on Parallel Satisfiability).

3.5 Distributed Search
A distributed-search method is a parallel-search method where the search space is
subdivided among the parallel deductive processes, in order to subdivide the work
to be performed, and possibly reach a solution sooner. As a way to differentiate the
searches further, distributed search may also allow the processes to apply different
search plans, leading to methods with both distributed-search and multi-search.
In general, subdividing the work may mean subdividing data, as in data-driven
parallelism, or subdividing operations, as in operation-driven parallelism. In theorem proving, there are typically few inference rules and a huge number of generated
clauses, and therefore the subdivision and the parallelism are naturally data-driven.
However, the subdivision is designed knowing which inferences need to be applied
to the clauses, so that the two aspects are intertwined. This also means that distributed search is usually coupled with homogeneous systems, where all deductive
processes feature the same inference system, although in principle it could be combined also with heterogeneous systems, where the deductive processes employ different inference systems.
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3.5.1 Distributed Search for Ordering-based Strategies
Distributed search for ordering-based strategies was introduced with the ClauseDiffusion methodology [27, 48, 49, 51], implemented in the Aquarius [46, 27, 47,
52] and Peers [58, 51] provers, and then investigated through Modified ClauseDiffusion [28, 29], the Peers-mcd [30, 31, 33, 38] prover, and a formal analysis
of distributed search for contraction-based proof search [32, 34]. To the best of
our knowledge, Clause-Diffusion was the first parallel-search method for automatic
first-order theorem proving, and many of the elements of the analysis of parallelism for deduction (cf. Section 3.3) were discovered with and around ClauseDiffusion and its developments. The reason for calling it a methodology is that
Clause-Diffusion came since the start with a choice of solutions for several issues.
In this presentation we cover all issues and the most mature and most successful
solutions, hence Modified Clause-Diffusion, referring the interested readers to the
original articles for other possibilities.

3.5.2 The Basic Clause-Diffusion Mechanisms
Clause-Diffusion provides for n deductive processes p0 , . . . , pn−1 , that are all peers.
In a Clause-Diffusion prover, n is a parameter set by the user. All processes start with
the same input problem, inference system, and search plan, although different search
plans may be assigned. Every process develops its own derivation and builds its
own database of clauses independently. The processes are asynchronous, as the only
synchronization occurs when one sends all others a halting message. This happens,
for example, when one of the processes finds a proof.
Clause-Diffusion subdivides the search space by subdividing clauses, so that every clause is owned by a process. A distributed-search ordering-based derivation,
or distributed derivation for short, has the form
(O0 ; NO0 ) j ` (O1 ; NO1 ) j ` . . . (Oi ; NOi ) j ` . . .
where for every process p j , 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, and stage i, i ≥ 0, Sij = Oij ] NOij is the
local database of clauses at p j ; Oij is the set of clauses owned by p j ; NOij is the set
S
j
of clauses not owned by p j ; and n−1
j=0 Si represents the global database at stage i.
n−1
Initially, S00 = S01 = . . . = S0 = S is the input set of clauses. In the early ClauseDiffusion terminology owned clauses are termed residents and the others visitors or
visiting clauses [27, 51]. A distributed derivation is a refutation if  ∈ Sij for some
i and j.
Since every clause is owned by a process, for every stage i, i ≥ 0, we have
Sn−1 j Sn−1 j
j
j=0 Oi = j=0 Si . This also means that every clause ϕ ∈ NOi is owned by some
pk , with k 6= j, so that ϕ ∈ Okl for some l ≥ 0. Furthermore, under the customary assumptions that every clause has its own variables, and variants are distinct clauses,
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every clause is owned by only one process, so that Oij ∩ Oki = 0/ for all i ≥ 0 and
0 ≤ j 6= k ≤ n − 1.
Assume that a clause ψ is generated by process p j , and that its normal form after
forward contraction ϕ = ψ ↓ is not trivial, so that ϕ is kept. Regardless of whether
ψ was generated by expansion or backward contraction, process p j assigns ϕ to
some pk according to an allocation criterion. The number k becomes part of the
identifier of ϕ: for example, if ϕ is the m-th clause generated and kept by p j , its
identifier includes the fields hk, m, ji. These three components suffice to identify a
clause uniquely across all processes, so that the identifier of a clause is a global
attribute.
If k = j, p j adds ϕ to O j ; if k 6= j, p j adds ϕ to NO j . Either way, p j applies
ϕ to backward-contract clauses in S j , and broadcasts it as an inference message
hϕ, k, m, ji to all other processes. This broadcasting mechanism is the reason for the
name Clause-Diffusion, as clauses are diffused. These messages are called inference
messages, because received clauses will be used for inferences.
Any other process pq , q 6= j, upon receiving the inference message hϕ, k, m, ji
applies forward contraction to the received clause ϕ. If ϕ is deleted by forward
contraction no other operation is needed. Otherwise, let ϕ ↓ be the normal form of
ϕ with respect to Sq , where ϕ ↓ and ϕ may be identical. If k = q, pq adds ϕ ↓ to
Oq ; if k 6= q, pq adds ϕ ↓ to NOq . Either way, pq applies ϕ ↓ to backward-contract
clauses in Sq .

3.5.3 The Subdivision of Clauses in Clause-Diffusion
Allocation criteria to subdivide clauses play an important role in differentiating the
searches and limiting their overlap [32, 34]. The intuition is that different searches,
and searches that differ from a sequential one, may enable one of the processes to
find a proof sooner. A simple option is that each process assigns clauses according
to a round-robin schedule, called alternate-fit [27, 51] or rotate [31]: p j assigns ϕ
to pk for k = (q + 1) mod n, if p j assigned the previous clause to pq .
In the half-alternate-fit criterion [27, 51], p j assigns every other clause to itself
and in a round-robin manner otherwise. Let pq1 and pq2 be the two most recently
used destinations; if q1 = j, p j assigns ϕ to pk for k = (q2 + 1) mod n; if q1 6= j, p j
assigns ϕ to itself.
Alternatively, every process p j may estimate the work-load of each process as
measured by the number of generated clauses, a criterion named best-fit [27, 51]
or select-min [58]. Clearly, p j knows exactly how many clauses it generated thus
far. For all other processes pq , q 6= j, p j may consider the latest inference message
hψ, k, m, qi received from pq and take m as an estimate of the number of clauses
generated by pq . Then p j assigns the next ϕ to the process with the smallest estimated work-load. However such a criterion may lead the processes to assign too
many clauses to others, since a process may under-estimate the work-load of others
but not its own. Therefore, this criterion may be corrected by letting each process
assign a fixed percentage of clauses to itself as in the half-alternate-fit criterion.
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A different approach is to determine the owner of a clause based on properties
of the clause itself. For example, assume that every symbol in the signature has an
associated weight. The sum of the weights of the symbols occurring in a clause is
the weight of the clause. This is a feature that the Clause-Diffusion provers inherit
from OTTER, where it is used for deletion by weight, a contraction rule that allows
the prover to delete all clauses whose weight is above a certain threshold [164,
165, 166, 169]. Such a rule is not adequate (cf. Section 2.2), but it may be useful
in practice. A simple weight-based allocation criterion is to assign clause ϕ to pk ,
where k = w mod n and w is ϕ’s weight. This criterion was called syntax in the Peers
prover [58, 51].
The next step is to use information from the ancestor-graph Π (ϕ) (cf. Section 2.2.1) in order to allocate ϕ. Since theorem provers save anyway the data to
generate Π (ϕ) for every kept clause ϕ in order to be able to build Π (), storing
this information is no additional burden. This concept is achieved by the ancestorgraph oriented (AGO) allocation criteria [31]. The general idea is to use information
from the finite portion of the search space that has been generated to assign clauses
to processes and therefore induce a subdivision of the search space that lies ahead.
The AGO criterion parents determines ϕ’s owner by applying a function f to
the identifiers of ϕ’s parents. As the function f may vary, this is actually a family
of criteria. If ϕ was generated from premises ψ1 and ψ2 by a binary expansion
inference rule, such as resolution, paramodulation, or superposition, its parents are
ψ1 and ψ2 . If ϕ is a factor of ψ, its parent is ψ. If ϕ was obtained by normalizing
ψ during backward contraction, ψ is considered as the sole parent. Since f is a
function, clauses that have the same parent(s) are assigned to the same process. The
intuition is that clauses that have the same parents are spatially close in the search
space, and therefore should belong to the same process. If they were assigned to
different processes, the effect could be to bring those different processes to be active
in the same region of the search space, increasing their overlap.
The AGO criterion majority considers all ancestors of clause ϕ, that is, all clauses
that occur in its ancestor-graph Π (ϕ). It assigns to every process p j a number of
votes equal to the number of clauses in Π (ϕ) owned by p j . The process, say pk , that
gets the most votes owns ϕ. Ties are broken arbitrarily. The idea is that a process that
owns the most ancestors of ϕ is already most active in the region of the search space
where ϕ is, and therefore should get ϕ as well. Assigning ϕ to another process, say
pq , with q 6= k, could increase the overlap between pk and pq .
It remains what to do with input clauses. One process, say p0 , reads the input
file and handles input clauses like raw clauses. Most allocation criteria listed above
apply regardless of whether the clause was read or generated. The select-min criterion does not apply to input clauses, because at the beginning the processes have no
work-load: therefore, select-min assigns input clauses in round-robin fashion. The
AGO criteria do not apply to input clauses, because input clauses do not have ancestors. The parents criterion assigns all input clauses to p0 . The majority criterion
cannot proceed in this manner, because otherwise all clauses would belong to p0 ,
as p0 would always have the majority of ancestors. This does not happen with the
parents criterion, because the function f applies to the entire identifiers of parents,
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not only to the owners. Thus, also the majority criterion assigns input clauses in
round-robin style.

3.5.4 The Subdivision of Inferences in Clause-Diffusion
In Clause-Diffusion the ownership of clauses induces a subdivision of expansion
inferences as follows. Assume that p j is about resolving clauses ϕ = L ∨ C and
ψ = ¬L0 ∨ D, such that Lσ = L0 σ . Clause-Diffusion allows p j to proceed with
the inference if and only if p j owns ψ, that is, the parent with the negative literal resolved upon. Similarly, assume that p j is about paramodulating or superposing clause ϕ = l ' r ∨ C into clause ψ = L[s] ∨ D, such that sσ = lσ . ClauseDiffusion allows p j to proceed with the inference if and only if p j owns ψ, that is,
the clause paramodulated or superposed into. When paramodulating ϕ into ψ, the
prover needs to consider all non-variable subterms of ψ and only l and r in ϕ. In
other words, there is more work connected with the clause paramodulated into. For
superposition, that is, paramodulation into equalities, a prover needs to test for both
superposition of ϕ = l ' r ∨ C into ψ = s ' t ∨ D and superposition of ψ into ϕ.
The owner of ψ will superpose ϕ into ψ and the owner of ϕ will superpose ψ into
ϕ. For factoring, p j is allowed to generate the factors of ψ if and only if it owns
ψ. For hyperresolution and unit-resulting resolution, p j is allowed to proceed if and
only if it owns the nucleus of the inference step.
As far as contraction inferences are concerned, there is no subdivision of forwardcontraction inferences, as every process p j applies all the clauses in its current local
database S j to try to delete or reduce a raw clause it has generated. There is also
no subdivision of backward-contraction inferences that delete clauses, such as subsumption, functional subsumption, or tautology elimination (cf. Section 2.2). Every
process p j is allowed to use any clause in S j to delete any other clause in S j by such
an inference rule, regardless of ownership.
On the other hand, ownership is used to subdivide backward-contraction inferences that generate new clauses, such as clausal simplification and equational simplification or normalization. Assume that process p j detects that clause ϕ ∈ S j can
be backward-simplified by some other clause ψ ∈ S j . If p j owns ϕ, p j is allowed to
generate ϕ ↓. If p j does not own ϕ, p j is allowed to delete ϕ, but it is not allowed
to generate ϕ ↓. Whoever owns ϕ will generate ϕ ↓, give it a new identifier, and
broadcast it as inference message.

3.5.5 Distributed Global Contraction, Distributed Fairness, and Distributed
Proof Reconstruction
Clause-Diffusion led to formulate and solve three general issues in distributed
search for ordering-based strategies: distributed fairness [27, 48, 51, 29], distributed
proof reconstruction [29], and distributed global contraction [27, 51, 29].
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Distributed fairness, that is, fairness of a distributed derivation, is guaranteed by
two conditions. First, each process must be locally fair, which means it considers
eventually all irredundant inferences. Second, all persistent irredundant clauses must
be broadcast eventually. Clause-Diffusion fulfills the second condition eagerly, by
broadcasting kept clauses right after forward contraction. The reason for this eager
choice is the second property, namely distributed proof reconstruction.
Proof reconstruction requires to save the clauses deleted by backward contraction
(cf. Section 2.2.2). Thus, the distributed derivation takes the form
(O0 ; NO0 ; R0 ) j ` (O1 ; NO1 ; R1 ) j ` . . . (Oi ; NOi ; Ri ) j ` . . .
where for every process p j , 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1, and stage i, i ≥ 0, Sij = Oij ] NOij is the
database of clauses at process p j and stage i, partitioned into owned (Oij ) and not
owned (NOij ) clauses, while Rij is the set of clauses that p j deleted by backward
contraction. Distributed proof reconstruction means that if  ∈ Sik , process pk can
reconstruct Π () by consulting only Sik ] Rki . In order to guarantee distributed proof
reconstruction, it is not sufficient that all persistent irredundant clauses be broadcast
eventually, since clauses deleted by backward contraction, that are redundant and
not persistent, may be needed to reconstruct the proof. A stronger, and sufficient,
condition is that all clauses ever used as premises are broadcast. This is why ClauseDiffusion lets every process broadcast a clause ϕ after ϕ emerges from forward
contraction, that is, as soon as ϕ is ready to be used as premise [29].
The problem of distributed global contraction is to ensure that notwithstanding
the subdivision of inferences among the parallel processes, if ϕ is globally redundant at some stage i, ϕ is recognized redundant eventually by every process. ForS
j
mally, if ϕ ∈ ρ( n−1
j=0 Si ) at some stage i, then for all processes p j , 0 ≤ j ≤ n − 1,
there exists a stage l, l ≥ i, such that ϕ ∈ ρ(Slj ). Assume that ϕ ∈
Sn−1 j

Sn−1 j

Sn−1 j

j=0 Si ,

and

ϕ ∈ ρ( j=0 Si ), because there is a ψ ∈ j=0 Si such that ψ can delete ϕ by contraction. By the broadcasting mechanism of Clause-Diffusion, the two clauses are
guaranteed to meet at every process, so that global redundancy becomes local redundancy. By fairness, every process eventually applies ψ to delete ϕ, so that global
contraction becomes local contraction, unless the derivation succeeds sooner. Furthermore, by the subdivision of backward simplification, distributed global contraction is achieved while avoiding both the redundancy of letting all processes generate
ϕ ↓ and the redundancy of preventing all processes but the owner from deleting ϕ.
In summary, Clause-Diffusion is a methodology to transform a sequential ordering-based theorem-proving strategy into a distributed one, in the sense that each
parallel process executes the sequential strategy, modified with subdivision of labor and communication according to Clause-Diffusion. If the requirements for distributed fairness are fulfilled, a complete sequential strategy yields a complete distributed strategy.
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3.5.6 The Clause-Diffusion Provers
At the implementation level, Clause-Diffusion is a methodology to transform a sequential ordering-based theorem prover into a distributed one, and indeed all ClauseDiffusion provers have a pre-existing sequential code base.
The first Clause-Diffusion prototype is Aquarius [46, 27, 47, 52]. Aquarius is
the parallelization of OTTER 2.2 [165], using PCN for communication by message
passing [101, 70]. Aquarius implements the rotate allocation criterion, with variants
such as letting every process p j own the factors of ϕ if p j owns ϕ, or even allowing
every process to own all input clauses. The latter trick violates the principle that
every clause is owned by only one process, and it was tried only to watch its effect
in experiments, especially when the input clauses include the axioms of some theory. Since Otter implements unfailing or ordered completion [120, 12], Aquarius
offers also a Clause-Diffusion parallelization of ordered completion. Aquarius features also multi-search, since its options enable the user to shut off the subdivision
of clauses, so that every process assigns all its generated clauses to itself, and attach
different search plans to the processes. For a Clause-Diffusion prover that uses the
given-clause algorithm, different search plans may mean different evaluation functions to select the given clause [164, 5, 165, 166, 88, 33, 169, 191].
While Aquarius, like OTTER, handles first-order logic with equality, the subsequent Clause-Diffusion provers focus on equational logic. A reason for this choice
is that a motivation for exploring distributed search is to avoid the backwardcontraction bottleneck, and backward contraction is crucial to solve equational problems.
The second Clause-Diffusion prototype is Peers [58, 51], whose name, chosen by Bill McCune, emphasizes that the deductive processes in Clause-Diffusion
are peers. Peers is the parallelization of code from the Otter Parts Store (OPS),
for theorem proving in equational theories possibly with associative-commutative
(AC) function symbols, using p4 for communication by message passing [67].
If paramodulation is done modulo AC [175], there are generally so many ACparamodulants that generating all AC-paramodulants between the given equation
and all those in already-selected is too much for an iteration of the givenclause loop (cf. Section 3.2.2). Therefore, Peers employs a variant of the givenclause algorithm, called pairs algorithm: in every iteration of the loop the prover
selects a pair of equations and performs all expansion inferences from the equations in the pair, provided at least one of them comes from to-be-selected.
The evaluation function to select the best clause as given clause is replaced by an
evaluation function that selects the best pair of equations.
Peers implements the rotate, syntax, and select-min allocation criteria, with variants such as allowing every process p j to own ϕ ↓, if p j owns ϕ and ϕ ↓ is generated
by backward contraction. Assume that the input set S is satisfiable. In principle, a
theorem-proving strategy may not terminate, because it is a semi-decision procedure. In practice, a theorem prover terminates on a satisfiable input, because either
it generates a finite saturated set (cf. Section 2.2), or, more likely, because it reaches
a predefined threshold on running time or memory space. For the first kind of situ-
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ation, Peers implements the Dijkstra-Pnueli global termination detection algorithm
[212] to recognize that all processes are idle. For the second kind of situation, a
process pk that reached a threshold broadcasts a message to inform all others that
it quits the search. Clause-Diffusion allows p0 , . . . , pk−1 , pk+1 , . . . , pn−1 to continue,
but in Peers and its successors, for simplicity, such a message from pk is a halting
message.
The third Clause-Diffusion prototype is Peers-mcd, thus named because it implements Modified Clause-Diffusion. The first version, called Peers-mcd.a [29], is
obtained by modifying Peers to execute Modified Clause-Diffusion, still using code
from OPS as sequential base and p4 for message passing.
The second version, dubbed Peers-mcd.b [30], is the parallelization, according to
Modified Clause-Diffusion, of version 0.9 of the EQP prover [167] for equational
theories possibly with associative-commutative (AC) function symbols. In addition
to ordered paramodulation or superposition (cf. Section 2.2), EQP features blocking
[199, 139, 11, 128] and basic paramodulation [14]. Blocking prevents a paramodulation step whose most general unifier contains at least a pair x ← t where t is reducible. Basic paramodulation stipulates that a term is basic, if it is not introduced
by a substitution, and restricts paramodulation and simplification to apply only to
basic terms. The restriction to simplification is not implemented in EQP, renouncing
refutational completeness. In terms of search plan, EQP features both given-clause
algorithm and pairs algorithm. Peers-mcd.b and its successors inherit all these features, and adopt the Message Passing Interface (MPI) and its implementation mpich
for message passing [110].
Peers-mcd.b is the first Clause-Diffusion prover to implement the AGO allocation criteria (cf. Section 3.5.3). The EQP prover made history by proving mechanically that Robbins algebras are Boolean [168, 78], a conjecture remained open
in mathematics since 1933 and considered a challenge in automatic theorem proving since 1990 [220]. Thanks to the AGO allocation criteria, Peers-mcd.b exhibited
super-linear speedup on several problems, including two lemmas representing two
thirds of the proof of the Robbins theorem [30, 31], and the Levi commutator problem in group theory [33].
The following version of Peers-mcd is Peers-mcd.c, that features version 0.9d of
EQP as sequential base. Peers-mcd.c maintains the super-linear speedup in the first
two lemmas that form the proof of the Robbins theorem, and adds an almost linear
speedup in the third lemma [37].
Peers-mcd.d [38] still has EQP0.9d as sequential base. It differs from all previous
versions of Peers-mcd, because it offers distributed search, multi-search, and their
combination. It can run in one of three modes: (1) pure distributed-search mode:
the search space is subdivided among the processes; all processes execute the same
search plan; (2) pure multi-search mode: the search space is not subdivided; every
process executes a different search plan; and (3) hybrid mode: the search space is
subdivided, and the processes execute different search plans.
A first way to differentiate the search plans in Peers-mcd.d is to have half the
processes execute the given-clause algorithm and the other half execute the pairs
algorithm. Another way is to let the processes employ different evaluation functions
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to select the given clause or pair of equations. The two ways may also be combined,
if the number of processes is sufficiently high.
Peers-mcd.d implements three heuristic evaluation functions to select given
clauses based on their similarity with the target theorem [5, 88, 38]. If multi-search
with similarity-based heuristics is selected, process pk executes the given-clause algorithm with the first heuristic function if k mod 3 = 0, with the second heuristic
function if k mod 3 = 1, and with the third heuristic function if k mod 3 = 2. These
heuristics do not apply to the pairs algorithm.
Peers-mcd.d also turns the pick-given-ratio parameter into a way of
differentiating searches in multi-search. This parameter appeared first in OTTER
[164, 165, 166, 169] and has been adopted by most ordering-based theorem provers
[191]. It allows the prover to mix best-first search and breadth-first search: if the parameter pick-given-ratio has value x, the given-clause/pair algorithm picks
the oldest, rather than the best, equation/pair once every x + 1 choices. In other
words, it picks the best according to the heuristic evaluation function x times, then
the oldest, and then it repeats. Peers-mcd.d lets each process use a different value of
pick-given-ratio: if multi-search with different ratios is selected, process pk
resets its pick-given-ratio to x + k.
Prior to the Robbins theorem, another challenge problem for automatic theorem
provers were the Moufang identities in alternative rings [6]. Alternative rings are
rings where the product is not associative. The first automated proofs of these identities by a sequential prover involve several ingredients [6], including inference rules
that build the cancellation laws in the inference system [122]. Peers-mcd.d proves
the Moufang identities in alternative rings without cancellation laws and exhibiting several instances of super-linear speedup with respect to EQP0.9d [38]. This
finding suggests that parallel search can even compensate for a weaker inference
system. These results are obtained in pure distributed-search mode or hybrid mode,
whereas multi-search alone shows no speedup at all. The best performances arise in
hybrid mode. Thus, distributed search is necessary to conquer these problems, and
the addition of multi-search improves the outcome further.
In summary, super-linear speedup by Clause-Diffusion is possible, precisely because parallel search, and all the more distributed search, does not mean executing
in parallel the same steps of the sequential search, but generating a different search,
that may visit the search space in a different way. The analysis of the experiments
shows that whenever there is a super-linear speedup, the Clause-Diffusion prover
generates fewer clauses than the sequential prover, retains a higher percentage of
them, and generates a different proof [31, 38]. Generating fewer clauses and retaining more of them suggest better focus and less redundancy. Thus, the interpretation
of the experiments is that an effective subdivision of the search space prevents the
processes from overlapping too much, reduces the amount of redundancy, and allows the winning process to focus on a proof sooner. Since the proof is often not
unique, these differences also reflect in a different proof being found. Note that different proof does not necessarily mean shorter proof: in theorem proving a shorter
proof may require a longer run. The observation of super-linear speedup also indicates that the sequential search plan is not optimal for the problem, which is not
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surprising, given the generic and still largely syntactic nature of most heuristics in
theorem proving.
While generating a different search may yield a faster proof, up to the point of
a super-linear speedup, it also means that scalability may be irregular. Precisely
because the point is not to use more computers to do the same steps, there is no
guarantee that the performance improves regularly with the number of processes.
For example, it may happen that the performance scales well with up to six processes, and becomes worse with seven or eight. A pattern of this type suggests that
the problem may not be hard enough to justify more computing power beyond a
certain point, so that subdividing the search space further is counterproductive.
In other cases, the performance oscillates: two processes do better than one, but
four do worse than two, and six speed up again; or, neither four nor six improve,
but seven or eight do. In these instances, an explanation is that the subdivision of
the search space in Clause-Diffusion depends on the number of processes, as it is
done by dynamic allocation of generated clauses during the derivation. Assume that
we have two processes p0 and p1 . When we add a third process p2 , the portions of
the search space assigned to p0 and p1 change with respect to what they were with
two processes. The three searches developed by p0 , p1 , and p2 , differ from those
developed by p0 and p1 when running as two processes. Since the result depends on
the subdivision of the search, it may happen that two processes do better than four
on a certain combination of problem and strategy. However, combining distributed
search and multi-search may smooth these oscillations improving scalability [38].

4 Discussion
In this section first we draw connections between parallel theorem proving and parallel satisfiability solving. The readers will find more by reading this chapter together with those on Parallel Satisfiability and Cube and Conquer. Then, we discuss
future directions for research in parallelization of theorem proving in the light of
advances in first-order model-based reasoning [44].

4.1 Parallel Theorem Proving and Parallel Satisfiability
The idea of subdivision of the search space in Clause-Diffusion influenced the design of the parallel SAT solver PSATO [227, 228], which is considered a forerunner
of the divide-and-conquer approach to parallel SAT-solving. More generally, research in parallel SAT-solving inherited from research in parallel theorem proving
the focus on parallel search. In addition, inferences and data in propositional logic
are simpler than in first-order logic, so that there is no room for parallelism below
or at the inference level. The concepts of distributed search and multi-search apply
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with the same meaning also in parallel SAT-solving, corresponding to the divideand-conquer and portfolio approaches, respectively.
PSATO is a distributed-search parallelization of SATO [226, 229], that implements the DPLL procedure [80, 79, 71] for propositional satisfiability. The original Davis-Putnam (DP) procedure [80] is for first-order logic, and features propositional, or ground, resolution. The Davis-Putnam-Logemann-Loveland (DPLL)
procedure [79] replaces propositional resolution with splitting, seen as breaking
disjunctions apart by case analysis, to avoid the growth of clauses and the nondeterminism of resolution. Splitting is understood also as guessing, or deciding, the
truth value of a propositional variable, in order to search for a model of the given set
of clauses. Thus, DPLL is a model-based procedure, where all operations are centered around a candidate partial model, called context, represented by a sequence,
or trail, of literals.
A PSATO derivation features n + 1 processes, with one master process that subdivides the work, and n client processes each searching for a model by executing
SATO. The key idea is to subdivide the search space by using guiding paths. The
notion of guiding path is inspired by the view of the search space of a SAT problem as the tree of recursive calls of the DPLL procedure. In this tree a node has
typically two outgoing arcs, one labeled L and the other labeled ¬L, where L is a
literal occurring in the input problem. The two arcs correspond to the two cases of
the case-splitting on L (either L is true or L is false), and lead to the two ensuing
recursive calls, one where L is asserted and one where ¬L is asserted.
A guiding path is a path in this tree; it is represented as a sequence of pairs
h(L1 , δ1 ), (L2 , δ2 ), . . . , (Lk , δk )i, where, for 1 ≤ i ≤ k, the Li ’s are the literals labeling the path; δi = 1, if Li is a first child; and δi = 0, if Li is a second child.
A node labeled (L, 1) is open, because L is still to be flipped; a node labeled
(L, 0) is closed, because L has been already flipped. A job is given by a pair
(S, P), where S is the input set of clauses and P is a guiding path. Given a path
P = h(L1 , 0), (L2 , 0), . . . , (Li , 1), . . . , (Lk , δk )i, where i is the smallest index for which
δi = 1, two new disjoint paths are generated by splitting on Li , yielding P1 =
h(L1 , 0), (L2 , 0), . . . , (¬Li , 0)i and P2 = h(L1 , 0), (L2 , 0), . . . , (Li , 0), . . . , (Lk , δk )i.
In PSATO, the master process is responsible for preparing the jobs and assigning
a job and a time limit to each client process. Every client will return either sat with
a model of S; or unsat, meaning that its assigned subtree contains no model; or a
guiding path, representing the search remaining when the time is up. The subtrees
assigned to the clients are disjoint portions of a finite search space, so that the subdivision has no overlap by definition. In contrast, in first-order theorem proving the
search space is infinite, its representation is far more complex [55, 34, 39], and a
strategy may at most try to limit the overlap of the searches by heuristic subdivision
criteria as done in Clause-Diffusion (cf. Section 3.5.3).
The transition from the DPLL to the CDCL (Conflict-Driven Clause Learning)
procedure [161, 162, 171, 160] is a game changer in parallel SAT-solving like in
sequential SAT-solving. CDCL means conflict-driven SAT: when the current candidate model falsifies a clause, called conflict clause, this conflict is explained by
a heuristically controlled series of resolution steps, where every resolvent is also a
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conflict clause. A resolvent is learned, and the candidate partial model is repaired in
such a way to remove the conflict, by satisfying the learned clause and backjumping
as far away as possible from the conflict.
Learning a conflict clause is a form of lemmatization, as every resolvent is a
lemma, a logical consequence of the input set of clauses. All learned clauses are
former conflict clauses. Similar to other situations (cf. Section 2.1), a purpose of
learning lemmas is to avoid repetitions: in CDCL it prevents the procedure from
falling repeatedly in the same conflicts. In this sense, learning clauses is a way of
pruning the search space.
The CDCL procedure involves several ingredients, in addition to conflict-driven
clause learning and backjumping. Activity-based decision heuristics select the literal
for the next decision by counting how many times a literal appear in learned clauses
and favoring most active literals [230].
Clausal propagation consists of detecting conflict clauses and implied literals. A
conflict clause is a clause whose literals are all false in the current candidate model.
A literal is implied if it is the only unassigned literal of a clause: such a literal
must be added to the trail in order to satisfy the clause, which is the justification
of the implied literal. In the two watched literals scheme for clausal propagation
[230, 126], it is sufficient to watch two non-false (i.e., either true or unassigned)
literals per clause in order to detect conflict clauses and implied literals. Indeed, a
conflict clause has zero non-false literals, and a justification has one non-false literal,
so that a clause with two is neither a conflict clause nor a justification.
The possibility of periodically restarting the search with an empty trail and a set
of clauses augmented with learned clauses may serve the purpose of compacting the
trail or changing dynamically the order with which literals are picked for decision.
From the point of view of our analysis of parallelization of reasoning, clause
learning is a key difference between DPLL and CDCL. Parallelizing DPLL can be
seen as analogous to parallelizing tableau-based subgoal-reduction strategies: the
database of clauses is fixed, equal to the input set, and the strategy searches for a
model by exploring a tree that represents a survey of all possible interpretations.
On the other hand, parallelizing CDCL can be seen as analogous to parallelizing
expansion-oriented strategies, as the database of clauses grows due to learning. In
CDCL learned clauses can be deleted based on heuristics (e.g., delete the oldest,
or the least involved in resolution). These deletions can be considered a kind of
forward contraction, while there is no analogy with backward contraction, since, for
example, input clauses are not subject to deletion.
For CDCL, the definition of guiding path is updated to abandon the reference to
the search space of a recursive DPLL procedure: a guiding path is simply a sequence
of literals, and a node labeled L is open, if L is a decided literal, closed, if L is an
implied literal [187]. Also, the notion of guiding path is replaced by that of cube
[116]. Logically speaking, a cube is a conjunction, or a set, of literals. In practice,
cubes are typically much longer than guiding paths [116].
In keeping with the model-based character of the CDCL procedure, a cube can
be understood as an assignment that assigns true to the literals in the cube. Then, the
SAT problem is generalized to the satisfiability modulo assignment (SMA) problem,
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defined as the problem of deciding the satisfiability of S with respect to an assignment J to some of the literals in S. If J is empty, SMA reduces to SAT, while an intermediate state of a SAT search is an SMA instance, since during the search a SAT
solver maintains a partial candidate model represented by an assignment of truth
values to propositional variables. Approaches to parallel SAT-solving by distributed
search such as PA M IRA XT [187] and cube and conquer [116] (cf. the dedicated
chapter), attack a SAT problem with input set S, by having n processes p0 , . . . , pn−1
working in parallel on n SMA instances with input set S and initial assignments
J0 , . . . Jn−1 , each containing a distinct cube.
Approaches to parallel SAT-solving by multi-search assign to the processes
p0 , . . . , pn−1 different search plans, as in M ANY SAT [113]. Similar to ATP systems,
also SAT solvers have many options and parameters that define the search plan and
whose variation may serve the purpose of differentiating the searches. For example, the p j ’s may employ different heuristics to pick the next literal for decision,
or different heuristics to determine when to restart. Another way to differentiate
the searches is to use randomization as in CL-SDSAT [123]: a randomized SAT
solver makes a certain percentage of its decisions at random, starting from a given
randomized seed, rather than based on a heuristic. Then, the p j ’s may use different
percentages or different seeds.
Activity-based decision heuristics and restart heuristics tend to intensify the
search of a process, meaning that the process focuses on a certain region of the
search space. In parallel search, this phenomenon may be useful to reduce the overlap between the processes, if each p j focuses on a different region [112, 111].
In both distributed-search and multi-search parallel SAT-solving methods, the
processes may communicate learned clauses [112, 113, 187, 123]. A learned clause
ϕ is not sent to a process whose initial cube satisfies ϕ: indeed, in a model-based
strategy a satisfied clause is redundant [62]. Upon receiving a learned clause, a
process needs to determine its two watched literals for clausal propagation.
Since learned clauses are generated resolvents, communication of learned clauses
in parallel SAT-solving reminds one of Clause-Diffusion (cf. Section 3.5.2). The
possibility of applying heuristics to select for broadcasting only useful learned
clauses is in the spirit of the Team-Work method (cf. Section 3.4.2). A typical heuristic is to broadcast learned clauses whose size is below a certain threshold. This is
similar to what happens in Clause-Diffusion with deletion by weight: a clause whose
weight is above the threshold gets deleted by forward contraction and therefore it is
not broadcast. This kind of heuristic can be made dynamic by varying the threshold
during the search [112]. In propositional logic the size of a clause is the number of
its literals. In a SAT solver the size of a clause is the number of its non-false literals with respect to the current candidate model. Thus, a clause may have different
sizes under different cubes. Therefore, whether a learned clause is communicated
depends on the given cube, as suggested in PMS AT [107].
Since a purpose of learning conflict clauses is to prune the search space, receiving
from process pk a learned conflict clause may help process p j prune its search space.
This is analogous to what happens in parallel search for ordering-based strategies,
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where receiving from process pk a good simplifier may help process p j prune its
search space. On the other hand, communication is a cost in both contexts.
In parallel SAT-solving, the communication of learned clauses may be at odd
with having low overlap or no overlap: if the processes delve into remote regions
of the search space, sharing learned clauses may become useless [112]. In parallel
search for theorem proving it is much harder to avoid overlapping searches, and
therefore this issue does not arise. The observation of this phenomenon in parallel SAT-solving leads to the notion of subdividing the processes into groups [111].
Processes within a group cooperate, by sharing information such as learned clauses.
Each group is devoted to search a different region of the search space, by letting all
processes in the group start with the same cube, which is distinct from the cubes
given to all other groups.

4.2 Parallelism and First-Order Model-Based Reasoning
Motivations for renewing the quest for parallel first-order theorem-proving methods
are not different from those for injecting parallelism in SAT solvers: problems from
applications get bigger and bigger; it is hard to improve sequential performance; and
parallel hardware is available. In addition, the ATP problem is harder (only semidecidable) and still far less understood than the SAT problem. The research of new
approaches to ATP is certainly not over, and there are also approaches that are not
new but never or barely considered for parallelization.
The investigation of ways to combine semantics and parallelism in theorem
proving is still largely an open problem. Semantically-guided strategies assume a
fixed interpretation for semantic guidance. Among ordering-based strategies, a basic paradigm is that of semantic resolution, with hyperresolution and resolution with
set of support as special cases (cf. Section 2.2). Among instance-based strategies,
ordered semantic hyperlinking (OSHL) enriches hyperlinking with semantic guidance (cf. Section 2.3). A natural idea is to devise multi-search methods where the
processes employ different guiding interpretations for semantic resolution or OSHL.
A simple example is to have two parallel processes, one using positive and the other
negative hyperresolution.
Another possibility is to design a method that combines distributed search as
in Clause-Diffusion (cf. Section 3.5) with a multi-search scheme where the processes adopt different guiding interpretations. While Clause-Diffusion is a general
paradigm, it targets especially contraction-based strategies for equational theories
and first-order logic with equality (cf. Section 2.2.2). Thus, the challenge is to combine multi-search with different guiding interpretations with distributed search for a
logic including equality.
Model-based strategies build a candidate partial model and declare unsatisfiability when a contradiction arises, showing that no candidate can be completed in a
model of the input set of clauses. Beside model elimination (ME) and ME-tableaux
strategies (cf. Sections 2.1, 3.1.1, 3.2.1, 3.4.1), there are other classes of strategies
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that aim at being model-based for first-order logic and have not been considered
for parallelization. This is the case for most model-oriented instance-based strategies and hybrid strategies that combine instance generation with tableaux (cf. Section 2.3 and Section 7.3 of [39]), as well as for the model evolution calculus that
lifts the DPLL procedure to first-order logic [17, 18, 22, 23, 21].
Another example are the methods that integrate an ordering-based strategy for
first-order logic with equality with a model-building method. In early approaches
the two engines were loosely coupled and the model-building method was a model
finder enumerating small models [200]. In later approaches the integration is tight
and the model finder is replaced with a CDCL-based SAT [182] or SMT solver
[57]. A straightforward approach to parallelization is to have two parallel processes,
one executing the first-order strategy and one executing the solver. More ambitious
schemes could devote multiple processes to both kinds of reasoning, parallelizing, in
the sense of parallel search, both ordering-based strategy and solver. Such schemes
could combine approaches to parallel search for SAT solvers (cf. Section 4.1 and
the chapters on Parallel Satisfiability and Cube and Conquer), SMT solvers (cf. the
chapter on Parallel Satisfiability Modulo Theories), and ordering-based first-order
provers (cf. Sections 3.4.2 and 3.5).
SGGS (Semantically-Guided Goal-Sensitive reasoning) generalizes CDCL to
first-order logic, and is both model-based and semantically-guided [60, 59, 61, 62].
Other approaches to generalizing CDCL include DPLL(S X ) [176] and NRCL [2]
for effectively propositional logic, and conflict resolution [201, 124] for first-order
logic. SGGS searches for a model of the input set S of clauses, starting from a given
initial Herbrand interpretation I, and building interpretations I[Γ1 ], I[Γ2 ], I[Γ3 ] . . .,
represented by SGGS clause sequences Γ1 , Γ2 , Γ3 . . .. An SGGS clause sequence is
a sequence of constrained clauses with selected literals. An SGGS-derivation has
the form Γ0 ` Γ1 ` Γ2 ` Γ3 ` . . ., where Γ0 is empty and I[Γ0 ] = I. The current SGGS
clause sequence corresponds to the current trail in CDCL. The main SGGS activities
correspond to those of CDCL as follows.
The SGGS analogue of CDCL decision is selection of a literal in any clause
added to the current SGGS clause sequence Γ . Selected literals differentiate I[Γ ]
from Γ . SGGS is possibly the first method that features clausal propagation at the
first-order level. Clausal propagation in SGGS relies on the concepts of uniform
falsity and dependence. A literal is uniformly false in an interpretation, if all its
ground instances are false in that interpretation. For I, a literal is I-true if it is true in
I, and I-false if it is uniformly false in I. SGGS requires that all literals in an SGGS
clause sequence are either I-true or I-false. This invariant ensures that all ground
instances of a literal in the sequence are in harmony with respect to I. A literal L
depends on a selected literal M, if M precedes L in Γ , and all ground instances of L
appear negated among the ground instances of M that M contributes to I[Γ ], so that
M’s selection makes L uniformly false in I[Γ ].
Most SGGS concepts and activities are defined modulo semantic guidance by
I, because the system endeavours to make I[Γ ] different from I, since I 6|= S (if
I |= S, the problem is solved). For example, it is the I-false selected literals in Γ
that differentiate I[Γ ] from I. Similarly, it is the dependence of I-true literals on
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I-false selected literals that is recorded by assignments; and it is I-all-true clauses,
or clauses whose literals are all I-true, that are conflict clauses or justifications of
implied literal. When all literals of an I-all-true clause are assigned, it means that
in an attempt to diversify I[Γ ] from I to satisfy other clauses, the system made that
I-all-true clause uniformly false in I[Γ ]. When all literals of an I-all-true clause but
one are assigned, the non-assigned one must be selected, and it is an implied literal,
as all its ground instances must be true in I[Γ ] to satisfy the clause.
The SGGS inference system includes SGGS-extension, SGGS-splitting, SGGSresolution, SGGS-move, and SGGS-deletion. SGGS-extension is an instance generation mechanism. SGGS-extension extends the sequence Γ and the candidate model
I[Γ ], by adding to Γ an instance of an input clause which covers ground instances
not satisfied by I[Γ ]. The clause is instantiated in a way that enforces the invariant
whereby all literals in Γ are either I-true or I-false.
SGGS-splitting has nothing to do with DPLL splitting. SGGS-splitting of a clause
ϕ by a clause ψ replaces ϕ by a partition, where all ground instances that a specified literal in ϕ has in common with ψ’s selected literal are confined to one clause of
the partition. This enables SGGS-resolution or SGGS-deletion to remove such intersections between literals, eliminating duplications or contradictions in the representation of the candidate model. SGGS-resolution is a restricted form of first-order
resolution, where an implied literal in a justification resolves away a literal that depends on it: for this reason it uses matching rather than unification, and allows the
resolvent to replace the parent that is not a justification. SGGS-deletion removes disposable clauses, that are redundant, because satisfied by the interpretation induced
by the clauses on their left in Γ . In a model-based approach a satisfied clause is
redundant.
If SGGS-extension adds a clause in conflict with I[Γ ], the first-order CDCL
mechanism of SGGS applies. It comprises explanation and solving inferences. If
the conflict clause includes I-false literals, SGGS-resolution explains the conflict by
resolving away those I-false literals with implied literals in Γ . An SGGS-extension
adding such a clause makes sure that this is possible by applying an appropriate substitution. The explanation inferences yield either  or an I-all-true conflict clause,
which is then subject to the solving inferences.
If the conflict clause does not include I-false literals, only the solving inferences
are applied: the conflict clause is moved to the left of the clause which its selected
literal is assigned to. This SGGS-move solves the conflict by flipping the truth value
in I[Γ ] of all ground instances of this selected literal. It corresponds to backjumping
in CDCL. The moved clause is learned in the sense that it becomes the justification
of its selected literal. Prior to the move, splitting inferences may apply to make the
selected literal of the clause to be moved so precise, that the move will indeed flip
the truth value of all its ground instances. Every SGGS-extension with a conflict
clause is followed by the explanation and solving inference that solve the conflict.
Because of the novelty of SGGS, its parallelization is a research goal for the
long term. Since SGGS is semantically guided by the initial interpretation I, the
notion of a parallel search with multiple SGGS processes, each using a different
I for semantic guidance, applies here too. Similar to hyperresolution, the simplest
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example is to have two parallel SGGS processes, one using an I where all negative
literals are true, and the other using an I where all positive literals are true. Most
excitingly, SGGS opens the possibility of lifting to the first-order level the ideas for
distributed search (e.g., cubes) or multi-search put forth for CDCL.
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